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KIT EXHIBIT ptEMIERE — Philip Groshong, Kentucky Educational Television photographer left, discusses l slide
show chronicling the filming of 'This Other Eden' with some of the people at Sunday afternoon's statewide
premiere showing of the film's photographs held at the Murray-Calloway County Library. Fifty to 75 framed black-
and-white photographs were shown in addition to the color slide presentation. 'This Other Eden,' a KET production
which traces the history of the state from the mid 1700s to present day, will be shown sometime in the spring of
1980. More than-500 extras and 80 actors have been used since filming of the production began last Aug. 1, said
Cynthia Cash, a KET programming and promotions specialist Kentucky-born actress Patricia Neal will narrate the
show. Several local people will appear as extras in an outdoor sequence to be filmed at the McCracken CountyCourthouse June 20 or 21. The scene will be a campaign speech in the late 1890s by William Jennings Bryant. Mrs. A.
C. LaFollette, a member of the board of directors of KET, served as chairman for the Sunday exhibit.
Staff Photo by Debbie N Lee
Subcommittee Hearing Opens
By HARRY F. ROSENTHAL
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON AP) — The chair-
man of a House subcommittee said
today the Federal Aviation-.
Administration "exposed passengers
and crew members to potential
danger" by allowing the DC-10 aircraft
to continue flying after the Chicago
crash that took 275 lives.
Supreme Court Gives Verdict
WASHINGTON ( AP) - In a case
with potentially sweeping impact for
the American buying public, the
Supreme Court ruled unanimously
today that consumers may sue
businesses suspected of price-fixing.
In an 8-0 decision, the court said in-
dividual consumers, not only other
companies, may initiate suits against
businesses that allegedly drove _up
prices in violation of federal .antitrust
laws.
American consumers spent $1.2
trillion last year on goods and services.
Today's decision could open the way for
widespread class-action suits affecting
a host of industries.
The court ruled in a test case in-
volving Kathleen Reiter of Ftichfield.
Minn., who sued five hearing aid
manufacturers in 1975, charging they
drove up the cost of hearing aids by
placing anti-competitive restraints on
distribution and sales. She filed suit on




A proposal that would reduce
marketing costs for handling reserve
milk supplies under the Paducah, Ky.,
federal milk marketing order will be
discussed at a June 22 public hearing.
The U.S. Department of Agriculture
(USDA) hearing will begin at 9 a.m. at
the Holiday Inn, 727 Joe Clifton Dr.,
Paducah.
Herbert L. Forest, dairy official with
USDA's Agricultural Marketing Ser-
vice at Washington, D.C., said the
hearing was requested by Dairymen,
Inc., a producer cooperative.
The proposal, Forest said, would
increase the limits on the amount of
milk on the fluid market that could be
diverted to nonpool plants for
manufacturing. The present monthly
limits are 15 percent for September
through March, and 25 percent for April
through August. :'The proposal would
increase these limits to 25 percent for
September through November and
January through March, and to 33
percent for April through August, and
in December.
In its request for a hearing, the
cooperative said that changed market
conditions have made the present limits
inadequate for efgiciently disposing of
the market's reserve milk supplies. As
a result, some milk regular
associated with the 'Market now mu
be received at a pool plant and then
transferred to a nonpool plant to qualify
the milk for pool participation. Under
the proposal, the reserve milk could
move directly from farms to nonpool
manufactur(ng plants and still be in-
cluded in the market pool.
Pooling is a method whereby all dairjr-f-
farmers supplying the market share in
the higher-valued Class. I sales of thc.
market and the lower-priced reserve
milk that is used- in manufactured dairy- -
prodects.
Copies of the hearing notice detailing
the proposals may be obtained from
Market Administrator D. Nicholson,
P.O. Box 1485, Maryland Heights, Mo.
63043: or from the 1)airy Division, AMS,
USDA, Washington, D.C. 20250.
hearing aids by the five companies.
A two-judge panel of the 8th U.S.
Circuit Court of Appeals ruled that Ms.
Fteiter had no right to sue because a
section of the Clayton Act, a major
federal antitrust law, limited suits to
those injured in their "business or
property." The law provides for the
award of damages to those who
sue successfully.
Chief Justice Warren Burger said for \
the major-111,, "The fact that petitioner
Reiter was deprived of only money,
albeit a modest amount, is no reason to
conclude that she did not sustain a
'property' injury. Nor does her status
as a 'consumer' change the nature of
the injury she suffered or the intrinsic
meaning of 'property."
As his panel opened hearings into the
FAA's certification procedures, Rep.
John Burton, D-Calif., said the agency's
''yoyo-like activities have not inspired
confidence."
The FAA three times required the
nation's DC-10 fleet to undergo in-
spections before finally suspending the
design certificate of all DC-10s last
Wednesday.
"We have not been hesitant to take
those actions merited by our
assessment of the information made
available to us, and we will not be
hesitant to take whatever actions are
warranted as information comes to
light in the future," responded FAA
Administrator Langhorne ISICCoel
Bond, the first witness before the
au bcomtnit tee .
Asked ,by Burton what actions the
airlines must take before the suspen-
sion is lifted, Bond replied:
"We are not at present prepared to
-reinstate the certificate. We are looking
at the problem. We have probably more
Cash Prizes Await Winners
See FAA
Page 10 Column 5
Fiddlers Contest Set
GOLDEN POND — Over $400 in cash
prizes will be awarded to winners of the
Devils Elbow Fiddlers' Championships,
June 16, during the tenth annual Arts
and Crafts Festival at TVA's Land
Between The Lakes ( LBL). The event is
being sponsored by the Jonathan-
Aurora Action Committee and LBL.
The prizes will be awarded to winners
in the senior fiddler, junior fiddler,
banjo, and bluegrass band categories.
Registration will begin at 10 a.m. in the
Environmental Education Center in the
northern portion of LBL. The contest
begins at noon and will continue
through 5 p.m.
Good rhythm, creativity, taste, a feel
for the music, and execution will be the
judging categories.
No electric amplification or drums
will be allowed in any category. Con-
testants must perform two tunes in
eliminations and finals. Tunes used in
the eliminations may not be used in the
finals. Contestants performing in the
individual performer categories may
perform unaccompanied or with one or
two accompanists. Three finalists will
be selected in each category.
Sponsors of the senior fiddler
category are Bank of Benton and Lite
Real Estate and Auction. First place
prize is $50, second place is $30, and
third place is $15.
The junior fiddler competition is
sponsored by D's Shirts & Things,




A $118,890 contract has been awarded
to Jim Smith Contracting Co. of Grand
Rivers for the surfacing of 2.1 miles of
Hopkins Short Road from Kentucky 464
Air Charlie Miner Road, according to an_7#1 nouncernegt from the state Trap-
aprirtation Deplifment.
-This caniract .of 40_ eciatiactll
totaling $6.2 million awarded in west
Kentucky for blacktop surfacing and
other highway work. A statewide total
of $38.8 million in contracts was
awarded following a May 4 bid-letting,
according to Transportation Secretary
Calvin Grayson.
First place is $50, second place is $30,
and third, place is $15.
The biinjo competition is being
sponsored Sportsman's Lodge &
Marina. F. st place is $56, second place
is $30, and third place is $15.
Prize money of $75 for first place, $45
for second place, and $25 for third place
will be awarded to winners of the
bluegrass band competition, sponsored
by Ruth Ryan Realtor.
Investigation Of State Government Corruption
Official Claims Politics
No Part Of Probe Delay
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API — A Justice
Department official says politics
played no role whatever in delayed
approval of a special federal grand jury
Investigating alleged corruption in and
around state government.
The comment was made by Philip
Heymann, assistant attorney general in
charge of the criminal division, in a
telephone interview from Washington.
Heymann says the first that he,_
recalls hearing about the Kentucky,.
matter was several weeks ago when
U.S. Attorney Pat Molloy of Lexington
"came up here and said 'where in the
hell is my grand jury?"
Molloy, who has declined comment
on all aspects of the lengthy FBI in-
vestigation and details of the grand
jury, sought the special panel early last
January. Heymann approved it late
last month.
A number of politicians and can-
didates opposed to or neutral toward
the state administration of Gov. Julian
Carroll had charged there was a
deliberate delay in empaneling the
jury, which is scheduled to convene
Thursday at Lexington. Heymann said
this is nit true.
"What was misrepresented in the
press and what was causing the trouble_
are normal delays which one meets in
attempting to handle both tax, and
criminal matters simultaneously,"
Heymann said--
He said the difficulty stems basically
from the federal Tax Reform Act of
1976 which sought to rectify abuses of
the Nixon administration by erecting a
today's index 














Clear and very cool tonight.
'Lows in the upper 40s to around
50. Sunny and just a little warmer
Tuesday. Highs in the low 80s.
The extended forecast calls for
fair conditions Wednesday and
Thursday with a chance of rain
on Friday. Highs through the
period will be in the 80s to low 90s
with lows ranging from the upper
50s to near 70.
ARTS AND CRAFTS — Sallie Guy, left, and Tom Allen, right, will be two of
the local exhibitors at the 10th annual Arts and Crafts Festival in the En-
vironmental Education Center in TVA's Land Between The lakes (LBt)
Saturday and Sunday, June 16-17. kin. Guy, who is demonstrating carding II
barrier between the Justice and
Internal Revenue Service departments.
The former president's opponents
had accused Nixon of using the IRS
against persons he sought to harass
politically or criminally. Heymann said
Congress purposely changed the law to
assure that this did not happen again.
"I can see the IRS building from
where I'm talking, but it may as well be
3,000 miles away (in cooperation),"
Heymann said. "Congress built an
--immense moat between us."
The special grand jury at Lexington
will hear both IRS and criminal cases
and could meet as long as 36 months.
Heymann said he has never talked to
anybody outside his dike about the
Kentucky investigatfon except for
Molloy and a Molloy aide.
"Nobody above me has ever brought
the subject up," he said.
Heymann said that he is the Justice
Department official who gave final
approval for the special jury, and he
added that it was not taken up with
Attorney General Griffin Bell.
"On almost every investigation, if a
political official is involVed at all, it
never goes higher than me," Heymann
said.
He said there is a rule that the White
House cannot discuss such topics with
him and no one on the presidential staff
has done so.
As many as 40 FBI agents have been
in the Frankfort area at times during
investigations of topics such as state
leases, state truck purchases and state
contracts.
"Any large number of agents is
relatively unusual for a state probe,"
Heymann acknowledged, but declined
to elaborate or make numerical
comparisons.
He indicated that it is not unusual to
send a special prosecutor from the staff
of 30 in Washington to help in state
investigations.
Joe Lawless has arrived in Kentucky
to assist Molloy.
"I'm anxious to clarify this issue
about a delay," Heymann said. "The
fact is there is no quick way to get a
grand jury that will be handling both
tax and criminal charges."
Truckers Toughen
Shutdown Demands
By The Associated Press
Gunfire cracked over the nation's
highways and a cattle truck burned as
angry independent truckers toughened
their demands for a total shut down of
the trucking industry to protest rising
fuel prices.
Six reports of sniper fire were under
investigation by state police nearSalt
Lake City, where nails were found
strewn over a canyon road Sunday.
Truck traffic had been all but shut
down in Wisconsin, Minnesota, Utah,
Tenneessee and Montana by Sunday,
organizers said.
In Montana, dozens of truckers
stopped traffic on Interstate 90 west of
Missoula. Some truck stops have been
blockaded since last week, said strike
organizer Bob Whalen.
In other states, blockaded truck stops
created fuel shortages and discouraged
many other haulers, organizers said.
"It's all closing down," said Herman
Hediger, president of the Wisconsin
Independent Truckers Association.
The scattered shutdown has already
been felt in some areas of the-Midwest,
where grain elevators were reported
filling up and two meat-packing plants
closed last week as haulers became
scarce.
Bob Brastrup, executive secretary...of
the Montana Wheat Research Com-
mittee, said elevator storage space for
wheat was dwindling because a shor-
tage of trucks had curtailed grain
shipments.
Meanwhile, Mike Parkhurst,
president of the national Independent
Truckers Association, said he will
announce today what action his
organization representing a 30,000
drivers will-take.
The ITA, which claims to represent
about a third of the nation's' in-
dependent haulers, has not sanctioned _
blockades, rush-hour convoys and ads
of violence. However, it is - being
pressed to lead a shutdown to protest
rising diesel prices and the 55 mph
speed limit.
Washington television station WTTG
said Parkhurst met with truckers in
Pennsylvania to plin a convoy to
Washington today. Parkhurst said the
truckers might chain themselves
together at the White House to sym-





The Murray-Calloway County Parks
Board will hold its monthly meeting at
5:30 p.m. Tuesday, June 12, at the
Calloway County Courthouse.
Items on the agenda include a report
from the finance committee and a
report on the status of the swimming
pool.
wool for the spinning process, will be displaying handweaving and spin-
ning. Allen, of Murray's West Kentucky Glassworks, is displaying stained
glass windows and mirrors he will exhibit. Allen will have more than
$2,000 worth of lamps, terrariums, mirrors and windows for sale.
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Events Listed For Community Calendar
Monday, June 11
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the Health Center,
North 7th and Olive Streets
Parents Anonymous will
meet at 7:15 p.m. For in-
formation call 759-1792 or 753-
9261 .
Divorce Support Group,
sponsored by Counseling and
Testing Center, MSU, will
meet at 7 p.m. at Ordway Hall,
Murray State. For in-
formation call 762-6851.
Singles Unlimited will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at the social hall
of the First United Methodist
:Church.
: Mattie Bell Hays Circle of
:First United Methodist
Church is scheduled to meet at
• 7 p.m. at the church.
Murray Unit of the National
Hairdressers will meet at
Leta's Beauty Salon at 7 p.m.
4offnlinet Hough as speaker.
Murray-Calloway County
Theatre Board of Directors is
:scheduled to meet at 7 p.m. at
the Calloway Public Library.
Exhibition of photography
:show of works by Steve Tully,
:Benton, Kennita Freed,
Robinson, Ill., and Jeff Nash,
Grand Rivers, will be on
display through June 22 at the




Class of First Baptist Church
will have a potluck at the
Fellowship Hall at 6 p.m:
Tuesday, June 12
Special musical for Senior
Citizens will be at the Ellis
Community Center at 7 p.m.
The center will also be open
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for day
activities of the
Dexter Senior Citizens will




Calloway County Swim Team,
not at MSU Clinic, will hold
practice sessions at the
Murray Tennis Center Pool.
Jackson Purchase Doll Club
of Western Kentucky will
meet at the Calloway County
Public Library at 1 p.m. For
information call 489-2174.
District meeting of the
Cradle of Jefferson Davis of
the United Daughters of the
Confederacy will be at the
Holiday Inn with registration
at 11 a.m.
Twilight Cabaret, variety
show from Murray State
University, will open at 8:30
p.m. at the old beach area at
Kentucky Darn Village ,State
Park. No admission to the
public, but contributions will
be accepted.
Special program .by - the
Calloway Public Library will
be presented at 11:30 a.m. at
the Douglass Center prior to
the regular luncheon at 12
noon. Persons desiring to go
should call 753-8938 by 2 p.m.
Monday. •- - - • -
Groups of First Baptist
Church Women will meet as
follows: I with Mrs. Jack
Kennedy at 9 a.m., II with
Mrs. Edgar Morris at 10 a.m.,
and HI with Mrs. E. D.
Johnson at 2 p.m.
Ruth Warren Group Jif
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
Women will meet at 7:30 p.m.
at the home of Mrs. Carolyn
Carroll.
Bessie Tucker Circle of
First United Methodist
Church Women will have a
salad luncheon at the home of
_Mrs. Harry Sparks.
Murray Star Chapter No.
433 Order of the Eastern Star
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Tuesday, June 12
Murray TOPS Club is
scheduled to meet at 7 p.m at
the Health Center.
Homemakers Clubs will
meet as follows: Paris Road
at Colonial House
Smorgasbord at 11 a.m.;
Countryside at City Park with
sack lunch at 10 a.m.; Cold-
water with Mrs. Dan Bazzell
at 1 p.m.; New Providence
with Iva Mae Allbritten
Baptist Young Women of
Blood River Baptist Church
will meet at the home of Grace
Mattox at 7:30 p.m.
Mushroom Farming
techniques will be shown at
Empire Farm, Land Between
, the Lakes, from 10 to 11 a.m.
and from 2 to 3 p.m.
Wednesday, June 13
Murray Shrine Club will
meet at 7 p.m. at the Murray
Lodge Hall.-All members are
urged to attend.
New Concord Homemakers
Club will meet at 11 a.m. for
an outing to Paris Landing
State Park.
Pottertown Homemakers
Club will meet at 10 a.m. at the
Colonial House Smorgasbord.
Hazel Senior Citizens will
meet at 12 noon for lunch at
the Hazel Community Center.
A Blood Pressure check will
be held, and a program will be
presented by the Calloway
Public Library.
Wednesday, June 13
Murray Bass Club will meet




Swim Team, not attending
Swim Clinic, will be at Murrav
Tennis Center Pool.
Exploring the Land and
Rocks of LBL, one hour
geology hike, will start at
Center Station, Land Between
the Lakes, at 2 p.m.
Swim Party and Barbecue
for grades five through eight
will be held from 5 to 7:30 p.m.
at the Murray Country Club.
Each member may invite one
guest. Persons are asked to
note change in date from the
original planning.
Lakesido Singers wining at
Kentucky Dam Village at 8:30
p.m.
Twilight Cabaret will
present a show at old beach
area at Kentucky Dam Village
State Parkat8:30 p.m.
First of four summer
orientation sessions for new
freshmen and transfer
students will be held at
Murray State University. For
information call 762-2896.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. Nettie Arnold of
Murray has been dismissed
from the Western __Baptist'
Hospital, Paducah. ,
IDWA




DEAR ABBY: Our sot is being married in September to a
girl he's gone with for a long time. A big church wedding s.
planned. Yesterday he called and said. "Guess what? You re
going to be a grandmother!"
I asked, "When?"
He said, "In November."
Then I said, "Don't you think you should move up the wc,,1-
ding date?"
And he replied. "Oh, no, all the plans are made and we
aren't changing anything." (The bride's parents are paying
for the wedding.)
Abby, that's not all. The bride's sister is maid of honor
and she's expecting in December and she's not married. My
daughter is matron of honor and she's also due in December
bit, thank God, she's married. Now I hear that one of the
bridesmaids (not married) is expecting in October. I can just
see that lineup of pregnant women at the altar!
-I think they should have a small family wedding under the
circumstances, don't you'? I, just can't invite my friends and
neighbors to witness this. They will be bug-eyedl -What
should I do'?
SORRY, NO'NAME
DEAR SORRY: I agree. A small family wedding would
seem more appropriate. But you weren't consulted-you
were told, so invite only those you think Will not be bug-
eyed.
DEAR ABBY: A divorced woman signed NAMELESS
asked if she should let her boyfriend sleep with her while
her 15-year-old son was home. I'm glad you said no.
When I was 15 I caught my mother in bed with her
boyfriend. I hated it. It hurt me to the core. My-respect for
my mother dropped so far it wouldn't even register on a
scale.
It hurt me to see someone I loved being "used" by a man
who couldn't control his urges until after marriage.
JOHN
DEAR JOHN: Why did you assume your mother was 'used"
by a man who couldn't control his urges? Maybe she used
him because she couldn't control her urges.
Or, possibly, nobody used anybody-it was an act of
mutual consent.
Brooks And Starke
Vows To Be Read
Miss Man- Cathena Brooks
Mr. add Met. Charles Brooks of Grover, Mo., announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Mary Catheryn, to Patrick B. Starke, son of Col. and Mrs.
William S. Starke of St. Roberts, Mo.
Miss Brooks, granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Sam Calhoun
of Murray and Mr. and Mrs. B. C. Brooks of Gilbertsville,
received her Bachelor of Arts degree from Murray State
University and is a May graduate of the University of
Missouri-Columbia Law School.
Mr. Starke, grandson of the late Mr. and Mrs. William
Starke of Lexington, Mo., and Mrs. Lia Bassaraba and the
late Adolf Bassaraba of Vienna, Austria, is a May graduate
of the University of Misouri-Columbia Law School.
The wedding is planned for Saturday, Aug. 11 at the
Community Christian Church, Manchester, Mo.
Lineups For Women's Golf
-At Murray Club Are Given
The women of the Murray
Country Club will play golf on
Wednesday, June 13, with
Euldene Robinson as hostess.
Persons listed in the lineup
and unable to play are asked
to call Mrs. Robinson at 753-
5528 or someone in the four-
some. Anyone not in the
lineup, but who desires to play
may come and be paired at the
'tee.
Lineups are as follows:
No. 1 Tee-
9:30 a.m.-Frances Hulse,
Faira Alexander, Betty Scott,
and Urbena Koenen.
9:35 am.-Betty Jo Purdom,
Margaret Shuffett, Jane
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FOR TUESDAY, JUNE 12,
1979
What 'kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
griMar. 21 to Apr. 191 •
Despite an auspicious start,
you need patience re a career




Apr.-20 to May 201
Share thoughts with family
members. Affairs at a
distance leave you with mixed
feelings. Beware of hidden
costs re purchases.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 201 n
You're liable to go ahead
with a plan despite reser-
vations by other§. Still, you
wish they could see it your
way. Evening brings romantic
interlude.
CANCER
1June 21 to July 22
The same problem keeps
cropping up re dear ones.
Others may second guess your
actions. The light touch works
best in discussions.
LEO
-(July 23 to Aug. 22)01 3211'i'l•-'2:
--You'll make headway re a
work project. Don't let others




( Aug. 23 to Sept. 221 "Y
A private talk brings hope.
Romantic conversations are
time consuming but worth the





(Sept. 23 to (ct. 22)
Despite efforts to please, a
family member may still beDEAR ABBY: You wrote, "fly to others you know not ot. dissatisfied. Stay clear ofAbby, that is bad grammar. There is an old 'saying, controversial subjects. A"Never a preposition use to end a sentence with."
friend has a helpfulEDWIN IN TORRANCE suggestion.
DEAR EDWIN: Sorry, but I just wouldn't have felt- right
tampering with Shakespeare's "Hamlet."
CONFIDENTIAL TO "UNCLE BERNIE:" IN
OKLAHOMA CITY: Don't look back. There's hardly a man
alive who couldn't retire comfortably in his old age if he
could sell his experience for what it cost him. •
Who maid the teen years are the happiest? For Abby'snew booklet "What Teenagers Want to Know," write Abbr:132 Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. F:nclose SI and along, stamped 128 rental, self-addressed envelope, please.
New in your
neighborhood?
And still searching for the grocery store and more
cloSet space
It's my job to help you feel at home fast. As your
*WELCOME WAGON Hostess Iran supply answers
to your new neighborhood questions and bring a
basket of gifts to delight your (mildly.
Hundreds of people like you in Murray have
called me. I hope you will, too
iffelthin elliT Inge King 492-8348Mary Hamilton 753-5571
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) rn/
Red herrings could prolong
a-discussion. Find a safe outlet
for emotions. Don't let them
build up. Seek advice re a
business venture.
SGITTARIUS 
t(Nov. 22 to Dec. 2h e >
A
A money-maing plan may
not get others' backing. A
friend may insist on being
heard. Financial advice is'
valuable. Pay attention.
CAPRICORN
(Dee. 22 to Jan. 191
One of those days when
some people like yoo and
others don't. Coming on too




( Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
You'll get insights into
others' motivations, but that
won't change their actions.
Unfortunately, some people
have to learn the hard way.
PISCES
Pz
A heart-to-heart talk with a
friend may leave you disap-




--YOU BORN TODAY are
creative and gifted with the
written and spoken word_
You'd make a good salesman
and gravitate to careers in-
volving travel. Usually
popular, social contacts are
instrumental to your success.
Writing, acting, education,
publishing, advertising, and
law are fields in which you'd
find happiness. Your best
success comes when you
broaden your scope and reach
out to all mankind with your
message. You enjoy public life
and can excel in politics and
civic reform. Businesses
allied to the arts often attract
you. Birthdate of: Uta Hagen,
actress; Anthony Eden,
statesman, ; and David
Rockefeller, banker.
PADUCAH PATIENT
Kennedy Mathis of Murray
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Lois Keller, Juliet Wallis, and
Emma Sue Hutson.
9135 am.-Mary Watson,
Billie Carroll, Janice Howe,
and Eddie May Outland.
9:40 am.--Ann Haney,
Vickie Baker, and Ann Doran.
9:45 am.--Lorraine
Maggard, Cecelia Brock, and
Geri Andersen.
Plans Given
Alice Purdom, and Nancy
Haverstock.
9:50 a.m.-Betty Lowry,




Muehleman, and Exie Hill.
No.4 Tee-
9:30 am.-Evelyn Jones,








Mary Adams, and Rowena
Cullom.
Plans have been completed
by Miss Vicki Humphreys,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Doyle Humphrey& of Hazel,
and David Willoughby, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Dallas Willough-
by of Murray, for their
wedding.
The ceremony will be
performed Saturday, June 16,
at 7:30 p.m. at the Sinking
Spring Baptist Church with
the Rev. Charles Blair of-
ficiating.
A reception will follow in the
fellowship hall of the church.
All friends and relatives are








You get french fries, cole slavA
hush puppies and






Here's Help in Planning
Your Honeymoon...
Brides-to-be are invited to stop
by our store for a free brochure
of Walt Disney World's special
good-time honeymoon plans,
and to register for a free six night
honeymoon at the Magic
Kingdom via Eastern Airlines .
America's No. 1 honeymoon
destination. No purchase
necessary.
MEMBER NATIONAL BRIDAL SERVICE .
Furches Jewelry





































(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20 /









































Lawrence E. Lamb, M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB I'm a
27-year-old male, 71 inches
tall and weigh 200 pounds.
I'm in excellent physical
condition. I do drink about a
half a gallon of milk a day
plus eating several ounces of
cheese and ice cream to
maintain my body Weight.
A knowledgeable friend of
mine told me that ingesting
that much calcium daily
would cause me to develop
brittle bones so I began to
look for other equally deli-
cious foods.
Yesterday 1 read an arti-
cle in the newspaper by a
nutritionist who said that
over half of older Americans
have osteoporosis, i.. soften-
ing of the bones, because of
insufficient calcium in their
diet. Now what's the truth
for various age groups? How
much milk can I drink safely
• and - how !Mitt- —can- my
granddad drink? Also what
foods contain phosphorous
which Prevents utilization of
calcium?
DEAR READER — When
your body is healthy, it's a
Mrs. David Glisson
Honored, Breakfast
Mrs. David Glisson, the
former Pam Coleman,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Pat
Coleman, before her recent
wedding, was honored with a
breakfast at the Boston Tea
Party.
The hostesses for the family
event were Mrs. Barbara
White, Mrs. Lonnie Rayburn,
Mrs. Pam Curd, Mrs. Glenda
Worthington, • Mrs. Pat




behold. It can eliminate
most of the excess amounts
of things that we don't really
need. A good example
water If you drink more
than your body needs, the
excess is simply eliminated.
This also happensgif you
consume more calciuin than
your body needs. One of the
ways it does this is by con-
trolling how much calcium
is actually absorbed through
the intestinal wall. As long
as you have a normal endoc-
rine system which influ-
ences calcium absorption,
there's no real set limitation
on the amount of milk _a
healthy person can drink
because of its calcium con-
tent.
The only concern I have is
that if you're drinking whole
milk in large amounts,
you're getting an awful lot of
fat and about half of that fat
is saturated fat. That's not
good for your arteries but it
won't cause you to have
brittle bones. You might try
to use fortified skim milk
instead.
The article that you read
by the nutritionist is abso-
lutely correct. Calcium defi-
ciency is probably the most
common nutritional defi-
ciency in the United States
today and it is true that
individuals who don't get
enough calcium in their diet




about five times more prone
to this disorder than women
who are getting enough cal-
cium in their diet. Both you
and your granddad, all other
things considered, can drink
as much fortified skim milk
as you like.
ttsi triEli Bah* w*or-ik-se Win/ le*-11
3
Ile are plebsed to an-
nounce that Kathy
Halford, bride-elect of
Joe 1141.171e Th wean has
selected . her china,
crystal. pottery and flat-
ware from our complete
bridal registry.
Koiliv and Joe will be
married July 7. 1979.
•
The Showcase
2534641 121 By -Pass
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Local teachers of home
economics including Lucy
Lilly from Murray High
School and Lucy Forrest and
Bess Kerlick from -Calloway
County High School attended
the spring meeting of Region I
Home Economics Teachers
held Thursday, June 7, at
Paducah.
The group assembled at 10
a.m. at the *king lot of the
WPSD-TV where they were
given a tour of the facilities,
and heard Tom Butler discuss
how Home Economics
Teachers can use TV coverage
to project a positive image for'
their program and to improve
public relations.
During the afternoon
session starting at 1:30 p.m.
the teachers were given a tour
of the facilities of the Paducah
Sun newspaper. Talks were
given by news media per-
sonnel • on techniques for
publicizing programs so as to
improve public relations and
improve image.
The teachers met at noon at
the Peddlers Restaurant,
Paducah, for lunch and a
fashion show by the Pixie
Pallace.
I'm not fond of your use of
cheese or ice cream either.
In many processed cheeses,
approximately 80 percent of
the calories come from fat
and almost half of those are
saturated fat, plus the fact
that it's fairly high in choles-
terol. Uncreamed cottage
cheese is a low-fat, low-
cholesterol food with lots of
good protein and calcium for
your body. It's fine.
To give you a better idea
about bone softening, I am
sending you The Health Let-
ter number 6-10, Osteopo-
rosis. Others who want this
issue can send 50 cents with
a long, stamped, self-ad-
dressed envelope for iL Send
your request to me in care of
this newspaper, P.O. Box
1551, Radio City station,
New York, NY 10019. Men
are less prone to this prob-
lem so . your granddad max
not need to worry but your
mother is in the age group
that she needs to pay partic-







Miss Lexte Denise OwTurley 
andMoore 
Mr. and Mrs. Daythel Turley of Murray Route 8 announcethe engagement and approaching marriage of theirdaughter, Lexie Denise, to-Chien Moore, son of Mr.-indliit.Aubrey Moore of Murray.
The bride-elect is a 1U9 graduate of Calloway County HighSchool, and is presentlAmployed at Fred's of Murray. She isa granddaughter of Mrs. Eula Cannon of Trap Hill, N. C.The groom-elect, a 1978 graduate of Murray High School, isemployed by Cleaver Construction Company of Murray. Heis the grandson of Mrs. Haley Moore of Murray.
The yows will be solemnized on Friday, June 22, at 7 p.m.at the Bethel United Methodist Church. A reception willfollow et the church.
No formal invitations will be sent All friends and relativesare invited to attend the weddng and the reception.
Johnson Family Holds
Reunion Lake Resort
The family reunion of
Charlie Johnson and Effie
Fulton Johnson was held
Sunday, May 27, at KenOaks
Resort on Kentucky Lake with
119 relatives and five friends
attending.
Attending were: Mr. and
Mrs. Ray Johnson, Mr. and
Mrs. Paul Pierce, Kirksey;
Mr. and Mrs. Dudley Hughes,
Dell Bazzell, and Nell
Housden, Murray; Mr. and
Mrs. Jim Hughes, Paducah;
Mr. and Mrs. Twyman
Mathis, Mr. and Mrs. C. B.
Mathis, Mr. and Mrs. Bryon
Fulton, Mr. and Mrs. Billy
Fulton and family, Mr. and
----Mrs. Wes Fulton, Mrs.
Cratous Crass; and Mr. and
Mrs. James Crass, from
Mayfield and Benton;
Mr. and Mrs. Uric Fulton
and Eddie, Miss Gladys
Fulton, Mrs. Erie Fulton and
Shaw, Mr. and Mrs. Dennis
Vaughn and family, Mr. and
Mrs. Gary Sheppard and
children, Clarksville, Tenn.;
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Withers,
Nashville, Tenn.; Mr. and
Mrs. Kelly Hathaway, Mr. and
Mrs. Mack Hathaway and
family, Mr. and Mrs. James
Omer Pierce, Eddie Mathis,
Mrs. Joan Harris and
daughter, J. C. Roberts, Mr.
and Mrs. James Mathis, and
Mr. and Mrs. Toy Mathis
from Memphis and Paris,
Tenn.;
Mr. and Mrs. Russell
Crowell, Mrs. Ophelia Parker,
Mr. and Mrs. Edd Miller, Mis.
Addice Reed and family, Mr.
and Mrs. James Patterson
and girls, Mr. and Mrs. Ron
Stanke and children, Mr. and==
Mrs. Vern Rederstarfs and
boys, Mrs Irene Luke and
family, Raymond Martin,
Robert Martin and girls, Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Martin and
girls and grandchildren, all of
Michigan.
••••a- - •
Monday, June 11th Thru June 16th —9 A.M.-5 P.M.
Something Going On All Week
The New Gwen's Stout Shop
2302 Kentucky Ave.
Come in and join in the fun We're having a party to celebratethe opening of our new building and everyone is invited tocome in and save. Open House starts Monday June 1 lth andwill continue thru Saturday June 16th.
• Free Prizes • Free Refreshments • Free Parking
Use Our Loy-A-Way Plan
Informal Modeling Saturday, June 16th






Parker, Baby Girl (Janice),
Rt. 5, Paris, Tenn., Kelso,
Baby Boy ( Rita), Rt. 7 Bx. 352,
Murray, Brewer, Baby Girl
(Carolyn), Rt. 3, Benton,
Stubblefield, Baby Girl
( Myrtle), 911 Higgins, Paris,
Tenn., Mapes, Baby Boy
(Mary), Rt. 2 Bs. 110,
Pureyar, Tenn.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Peggy Downey, Rt. 8
Bx. 610, Murray, Mrs. Bar-
bara D. Garland and Baby
Boy, 1609 Sycamore, Murray,
Mrs. Annette Holden, Rt. 3 Bx.
MA, Murray, Charles P.
Lamb, 803 S. 9th, Murray, Don
F. Starkey, 702 Goodman,
Murray, John R. Falwell, Rt.
7, Murray, Samuel V. Cossey,
Rt. 2 Bx. 77, Cadiz, Mrs. Marie
Betts, 624 Broad, Murray,
Cloyis Ray, 403 Ash, Murray,
Thomas H. Moore, Rt. 1 Bx.
2I4A, Almo, Mrs. Venice
Travis, Rt. 3 Bx. 344, Murray,
Mrs. Pearl F. Pendergrass,
Rt. 1 Bx. 220, Murray, Mrs.
Marie Moody, Rt. 1 Bx. 229,
Almo, Mrs. Lydia V. Foster,
Rt. 1 Hazel, Lowell Jones, Rt.
2 Kirksey, Mrs. Nannie





Mable Rogers was winner of
the championship flight for
the ladies day golf held
Wednesday, June 6, at the
Oaks Country Club, according
to Doris Johnson, golf hostess.
Winner of the first flight was
Ada Sue Roberts. Carolyn
Lane had most golf and
Burlene Brewer had high hole
Activities on Wednesday.
June 13, at 9:30 a.m. will in-
clude golf with Carita Lamb
as hostess and bridge with










Cotton./Poly blend limits. Short
sleeves. Solids with triple trim,






Fee Sport or Deese
Dad wants a shirt' Here
they are White, pastels,
contrast trims, pat-












Deep 24-inch bowl with
chrome platfd grid and 4-
position grid adjuster.





Heavy guage steel frame
with stabilizing support feet.
and grills of fuie plastic
mesh
Stork up and save hag
today, Many patterns
• Many colors. Solids,
- . .
Noveltiee. --1 . 
The hams Fit
Every dad wants and




either big bell or flare
leg models. He will be
glad you did
1 and 2-Pc styles in all
Nylon or Antrono
Nylon/Lycra Spandex












• Novelty patterns Vigo to the
wol, Otto or beach. Bright!
Bold!
The Pro Tour deluxe racer
features wide gear ratio for
easy hill climbing, hooded
lever sidepull brakes with
extension levers for fast
stops, dual stein shifters
Rugged one-inch diameter aluminum frame










Tops in 4 styles, 2 skirts, slacks. Prints and
4191411 iikarep gm) soft Jesf Cranbe.
andhlauve___ _‘
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Even when President Carter
announced lj,is voluntary"
Wage-price guidelines la3t Oc-
tober as a sort of ad-
ministration showcase against
inflation, he made a 'con-
tradiction that may give the
fatal blow to his program. He
pledged to bar government con-
tracts from businessd that did
not volunteer to go along.
Ironically, it was not business
that challenged this mandatory
aspect of the voluntary
guidelines. It was labor, which
was never threatened by
anything more than a weak
presidential jawbone. Restric-
ted in wage negotiations with
industries thus forced to hold
their price increases to 0.5 per-
cent below the average hikes of
1976-77, the AFL-CIO and 10 of
its member unions took the
government to court.
Their victory, announced in a
ruling handed down in a federal
court recently, promises to
finish off the president's
guidelines which. are already
crumbling under the onslaught
of a 13 percent inflation rate,
bureaucratic ineptitude, and
rationalized wage-contract
violations, notably in the case
of the Teamsters. U. S. District
Judge Barrington Parker's
decision was unequivocal:
"The program establishes a
mandatory system of wage and
price controls unsupported by
law."
The White House can appeal
this decision, which it promises
to do, or ask Congress for
enabling legislation. Neither
course offers much hope. It is
as unlikely that a higher court
will find government sanctions
against contractors to be within
the definition of "voluntary" as
it is unlikely that this Congress
Today
In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, June 11, the 162nd
day of 1979. There are 203 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1970, the U.S. presence
in Libya ended as the last detachment
left Wheelus Air Base, which was the
only major American military facility
left in North Africa.
On this date:
In 1727, King George I of England
died.
In 1859, a prospector laid claim to a
silver deposit in Six Mile Canyon in
Nevada. The claim turned out to the
Comstock Lode, rwhich yielded_ ore
worth hundreds of Millions of dollars.
In 1940, Princess Juliana of the
Netherlands arrived in Canada as. an
exile during World War II.
In 1942, it was disclosed that the
United States and the Soviet Union had
made a lend-lease agreement to aid th,
Soviet war effort.
In 1960, White House news secretary
James Hagerty was rescued by
helicopter when his limousine was
attacked by stone-throwing anti-
American demonstrators at the Tokyo
airport.
In 1977, Dutch marines attacked a
train held by South Moluccan terrorists
in the Netherlands, killing six of the
terrorists and two of the 51 hostages
being held. Another marine group freed
four teachers held hostage in a school.
Ten years ago: Soviet and Chinese
troops clashed on the Sinkiang border.
Five years ago: Secretary of State
Henry Kissinger told a news conference
in Salzburg. Austria, he would resign
unless cleared of all allegations he took
part in illegal or shady activity in
government wiretapping.
One year ago: Israel said its invasion
forces which would withdraw from
southern Lebanon would turn their
major strongpoints over to Lebanese
Christian militiamen rather than to
risa. U.N. -piliCeit.000^04
- Today's birthdays: Opera singer fuse
Stevens is 66. Pianist Hazel Scott is 59.
French ocean explorer Jacques
Cousteau is 69.
Thought for today: It does not take a
majority to make a rebellion. It takes
only a few determined leaders and a
good cause — H.L. Mencken, American
writer and editor, 1880-1956
will grant any kind of wage--
price controls.
Meanwhile, nothing much-
will be changed. The rampant
inflation long since flooded over
and around the guidelines dike.
And, moreover, even though
wage and price increases
unrelated to increased produc-
tivity can contribute to in-
flation, they are mere symp-
toms rather than root causes of
it. The wellspring of inflation is
federal deficit spending — the
covering of multi-billion-
dollar overdrafts on the U.S.
Treasury by printing money
and by massive borrowing,
which must debase the curren-
cy.
But this is not to say that
labor and business can now
abandon all restraint in setting
wages and prices. Now that the
guidelines are truly voluntary,
all the more reason the govern-
ment and the American people
should work together to inhibit
this much of the inflationary
pressures that threaten our
economic well-being.
Defeat of the voluntary wage-
price guidelines Could be a
national blessing if this forces
the president and.the Congress
away from placebo economic
policies and back to the only
sure cure for inflation — a
balanced budget and reduction
of the horrendous federal debt.
WRITE A LE'TTER
Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All fetters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
.address and phone number must be
included for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
and should be on topics of general
interest.
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address r correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
-Times, Box 32, Murray, Ky. 42071.
Bible Thought
Turn ye again now every one
from his evil way...and dwell in
the land that the Lord hath
given unto you. ...Jeremiah
25:5.
Selfishness is sin that brings
its own miseries. Prophets still
call men and nations to new
goodness.
tioN r R4 t4 0,4 sly
hEARTliN
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems - fast. If
you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns. write
Heartline, 114 East Dayton Street, West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I've been hearing






KET offers an alternative to
television viewing. Its programming
is directed to the educational aspect
but reaches deeper in helping to in-
still heritage and culture tç its
viewing audiences. For the pa.ç ten
years. it has held high its choic1e of
values in seeking the best presen-
tations possible and not falling prey
to trite and shallow entertainment.
It informs and entertains on the
highest level and Kentuckians can








By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings
CaPYrIlint. 1171
• •-•••-•-••••-•-•-••••+444-•
lust before getting to the old field all that had masks put
them on. Affiant had none but was furnished one soon after he got
there. That group kept coming up from different directions, but
when they reached there they were masked. That he recognized
--- and that  lined us up two and two and told us to ride
not farther than 10 feet and if attacked on the right those on the
left do the shooting., NVe lined up and rode on about 175 to 200
strong. We went oh and got just beiplaseIvIalilory School House.
Some fellow says: 1 am awful tired. I want to get _Lip yonder and
hit that — 40 or 50 times, and I think that will rest me.' We
went on to below Noah Moody's and got down and hitched our
horses, and about half of them stayed with their horses. The other
half went to Al Perry's. Some one of the leaders said if Perry fired
for all of us to open fire on him.
They told us to lie down around the house. We went to the
house and surrounded the house and laid down as ordered.' Capt
-- called for Al Perry. Said hello to Mr. Perry about two or flip •
times. He came out. The leader had -a talk with him and left it
to a vole as to wh&hei they -writ:rid-whip him -or --nett, and thrT
'voted to whip and whipped him. We then went on back to our
horses and left. I dropped out below John Nlorgan's and went
home. -I lost a sack that night. • .
_if:213phire_we,_ got on our twaes_.the leder harked for N4). 2 cliv•
---- CU--and I answered. Told me-to start -next-morning 17)- y  ay ig or
little before and over in the bottom where. we came through, and
it was so dark, and by Mallory School, House and pick tip all the
hats and caps I could find and cut then up and stick them under
a log or logs. I did as directed except that I put them in a tre(-1.




prescription drugs which can cause
problems if taken with certain foods or
drinks. We all know that you should not
mix drugs with alcoholic beverages.
What other facts should we be aware
of? - J. L.
All foods and drinks contain
chemicals which can change the way
medicines affect our body. Some food
and drug combinations can bring on
severe reactions, and in rare instances,
even. death. You should always talk to
your doctor or pharmacist about the
medications prescribed for you. Always
ask if there are certain foods or liquids
you should avoid while taking the
medication and Whether the medicine
should be taken on an empty stomach,
before meals or after meals.
You should never take tetracycline,
an antibiotic, with milk or other dairy
products as the calcium in milk, cheese
and yogurt interferes with yo,,r body's
ability to absorb the drug.
Be sure to check with your doctor
beforeaking medicines with soft
drinks, fruit or vegetable juices. Many
medicines are designed to dissolve in
the intestines where they are more
easily absorbed into the blood stream.
The acid in soft drinks, fruit and
vegetable juices can cause certain
drugs to dissolve in the stomach in-
stead.
Probably the most hazardous food
and drug combination is between MAO
Imono-amine-oxydase) inhibitors,
which are medicines usually prescribed
for depression or high blood pressure,
and foods such as Chianti wine, aged
cheese and yogurt.
The best precautions are to ask your
doctor or pharmacist about every drug
you must take.and always follow their
directions and suggestions.
Occasionally, Heartline will touch on
medical questions, but we are not
prepared to answer such reader
questions on a regular basis. For in-
formation about your medical
problems, always consult your doctor.
HEARTLINE: I am 54 years old and
disabled. I applied for Social Security
disability last June and it was denied. I
filed for a reconsideration and that, too,
was denied. I read ift your column
about your Red Tape-Cutting System so
I decided to write you. Can you help me
get my Social Security disability? - G.
E.
Within the past year, Heartline has
received over 2,000 requests such as
yours. There is no way we can help any
person get approved for disability by
Social Security. You must be con-
sidered disabled by Social Security-
appointed doctors. All we can do is
explain to you your rights under the law
and suggest that you use the hearings
and appeals rights available to you. If
you have had a disability claim denied,
you have the right to file for a recon-
sideration. This must be done in
writing, and it is best to file it directly
at your Social Security office.
If you are again denied disability
benefits after the reconsideration, you
can file for a hearing before an ad-
ministrative law judge. If the hearing
results in your claim once again being
deided, then you have the right to apply
to the Appeals Council for redeter-
mination of those findings.
During all these processes, you
should be aware of the reasons your
Miirray Ledger & Times
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claim is being denied. So many people
write to us for hlep and they do not even
know why their claim has been denied.
However, the reason for denial is
always given on the letter that tells you
your claim has been denied. If you don't
understand the reason the way it is
written, call your Social Security office
and ask for an explanation. You can't
fight for your benefits if you don't know
why you are being denied them.
You have the right to see your file at
the Social Security office tO see what
evidence they have against your claim.
If you were turned down because you
lack enough quarters or becanse you
cannot meet the work requirements
!you must have wlOrked five of the 10
years immediately preceeding your
disability, then there is nothing you
can do. If your claim is denied because
you are not considered disabled by
Social Security or because they feel.
that your disability will not last one full
year , then it is your responsibility to see
if you can find any new medical
evidence that will help your case. Any
new evidence or a more in-depth ex-
planation .by your doctor or other
medical evidence could help your case
at the hearing.
You should be able to expect
assistance from your Social Security
office in filling out forms, requesting
hearings and appeals and for ex-
planations of the appeals processes. If
you have difficulty receiving in-
formation at your Social Security of-
fice, please write to us for the in-
formation you need. However, first try
the Social Security office as it is
sometimes easier to understand certain




10 1 ears Ago
The steel framework for the club
house at the Henry-Calloway
Recreation Corp. is up and workmen
began installation of the siding on June
9. The swimming pool has been dug and
the concrete will be poured this week
Three high school spring graduates
from Murray have been awarded $300
scholarships to Murray State
University. They are William Alton
Smith, Jr., Edith Evelyn Sheeks, and
Donna Lee Jones.
Miss Ann Herron, reference librarian
at Murray State University since 1952,
will become associate director of the
library on July 1, according to
President Harry M. Sparks.
Randy Lae, Michael Burchett, Chris
Aune, Alice Crawford, Christy
Lockhart, and Cathy Lockhart attended
the Camp Counselor Training held at
the Westen Kentucky 4-H Club Camp at
Dawson Springs
The Murray American Legion
Baseball Team beat the Paris, Tenn.,
team_by the score of 12 to 3.
20 Years. Ago
Murray State College's new Student
Union building has passed its final
inspection and will be opened July 15,
the first day of the summer session,
according to President Ralph H
Woods. A formal opening for the
$900,000 building will be held in late
July.
Deaths reported include Dr. Walter
Baker, 99, Charlie Grugett, 78, Hardin
W Wrye, and Hugh Oakley, 81.
Five members-Jerry Shroat, Robert
Burton, Michael McCasey, Judy
Grogan. and Carolyn Wood-and their
sponsor, Eugene Smith, from the
Murray College High Chapter of the
Future Business Leaders of America
left today to attend the national con-
vention at Washington, U. C., June 14-
16.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr.and Mrs.
Charles Morris, a boy to Mr. and Mrs
Roy Enoch, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Franklin Wyatt, and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Bobby McCuiston.
J. C. Littleton of Puryear. Tenn.,
celebrated his 99th birthday on June 9
30 Years Ago
George Hart, Mrs. Marjorie Rule,
and Joe Pat Ward of the Bank of
Murray will attend the Kentucky School
Of Banking at the Univerity of Ken-
tucky, Lexington, June 12 to 17.
The Sinking Spring Baptist Church
will hold its Vacation Bible School June
13 to 17, according to M. M. Hampton,
church pastor. -
Miss June Geurin, daughter of Mr.
and-Mrs. 0. B. Geurin of Murray, and
Joe Cunningham, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Cunningham of Dukedom,
Tenn., were married June 4 at the
College Presbyterian Church.
Mr. and Mrs. Dallas Rummager and
daughters, Mary Ann and Susan, of
Jackson. Ohio, are the guests of -her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Will Starks, and





FRANKFORT - One of the first
orders of business of the 1980 General
Aiiembly shoad be an independent
audit of the Finance Department every
fiscal year.
th!_ General Assembly should
appropriate sufficient funds for the
State Auditor's office to Make it an
independent art of state government
and require an annual audit of the
Finance Department and the budget as
well as all other high-spending
departments of state government.
The indictment returned last week
against two Western Kentucky
automobile firms and Howard Woodall
of Paducah, Gov. Julian Carroll's
friend, are sufficient reason 'for the
legislature to take such recommended
action.
The $7.6 billion in this biennial budget
provides ample skepticism among
taxpayers to require a public ac-
counting of expenditures.
Two truck deals, one deal for school
buses and rental payments on property
to Woodall that belonged to the state
are indicative of the looseness and
lackadasical record keeping in the
Finance Department.
The Franklin County Grand Jury
criticized the lack of record keeping on
transactions and particular of logs of
communications between heads in the
Finance Department and the Depart-
ment of Transportation.
Another primary order of business
for the 1980 legislature should be
passage of legislation to require every
department of. state-government to
furnish the Appropriations and
Revenue Committee of the Legislature
'every detail of budget requests exactly
as submitted to the governor.
A. & R. gained a modicum of in-
,Pgt4P,181,1/1 tPT-
1978 session In its budget reirTew
process, but this effort was tea late. Ili.
& R. didn't have the budget information
before the budget was drawn, and it
was too late when it began to review the
budget as presented by Gov. . Julian
Carroll. Fact of the matter is; the
department heads were ordered not to
give advance budget information to A.
& R. It was the governors document
from beginta hg to-end aiThou1i IC.
was tossed a few crumbs through
allowed changes.
This was the principal motivating
factor in prodding House Speaker.
William Kenton to press for, passage of
the constitutional question changing
election dates for legislators.
The question will be on the November
ballot. It provides for election of
legislators in even numbered years
instead of the same year the governor is,
elected. This will give legislators
especially new legislators, one year to
study government through the interim
committee process before the convene
to wrestle with government problems in
the legislative process.
Former Gov. Louie B. Nunn, the
Republican nominee, has already
publicly stated that he is for the
amendment and for more legislative
independence.
In fact, Nunn is the man who started
the legislature on its road to gaining
more independence. He put sufficient
funds in the 1968 budget to provide for
the interim committee system for the
Legislative Research Commission, the
research and service arm of the
legislature.
Historically in Kentucky the
legislature has done the bidding of the
governor since the Constitution
provides for a 66-day session every two
years. They pass the budget and go
home. They have do control over
government after the session ends, and
the process starts all over again with
the next legislature.
The 1978 legislature did provide for A.
& R. to have a subcommittee review of
expenditures, but the only teeth the
4 - :committee has is,ptiblic* exposure of
transactions. 
 
Not until the legislature gains more
independence and has some control
over government between legislative
sessions will the people be -tarty 
represented through out three-branch
governmental system.





















































































































Page 5 Monday, June 11, 1979 Sports 
A Toast To Coastal
Out Of Reach
Pitcher Dean Cherry got his glove down on this. ball during Saturday's American Legion baseball doubleheader against• Jackson, Term., though it was too late. It went fora hit, but Murray won 5-4. By Tony Wilson
Orioles 9th-inning Rally Dooms
Texas; Yanks Drub Kansas City
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
This may come as a surprise
to some in the American
League.. .but Lee May can
bunt.
At least the one he laid down
Sunday proved to be every bit
as effective as his usual




times in his life, but put it in a
great spot and it caused a lot
of indecision," said Baltimore
Manager Earl Weaver after
watching his slugger keep
alive a three-run rally in the
ninth inning that gave the
Orioles a 5-4 victory river, the
Texas Rangers,
The bunt by Baltimore's big
power hitter, down the third
base line, came after Eddie
Murray's double chased
Texas starter Jon lidttlack
and reliever Jim Kern walked
Gary Roenicke.
Kern quickly fielded the
bunt, wheeled and threw past
an uncovered bag as third
baseman Buddy Ben also
moved toward the ball.
Murray scored on the play to
cut the Ranger lead to 4-3,
pinch-runner Al Bumbry
reached third and May con-
tinued to second.
An intentional walk to Doug
DeCinces preceded a double-
play pinch grounder by Pat
Kelly, which tied the score.
Another intentional pass to
pinch-hitter John Lowenstein
then set the stage for Terry
Crowley's game-winning
single.
Elsewhere in the AL, the
Chicago White Sox blasted the
7
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INVENTORY eLEARAPSAL'E BEGINS VraNESDAY
All Goodyear ScrnrkeSSterst will be doled d ary Si
Toesclarr. hoe It fer leverets.", Coiteaten mean,
ernerairacy ter** ea toot My shotdd ail 753-0595
Stares wR tiara Wednesday. lune 13 alth on
arrentery clearance sale
Milwaukee Brewers 13-3; the
New York Yankees trimmed
the Kansas City Royals 10-4;
the Oakland A's defeated the
Toronto Blue Jays 12-1; the
Detroit Tigers took a 10-7
decision over the California
Angels; the Boston Red Sox
blanked the Minnesota Twins
5-0 and-the Seattle Mariners
took a 5-2 decision over the
Cleveland Indians.
Baltimore's rally made a
winner of Dennis Martinez, 9-
2, who won his ninth straight
game and handed Kern his
first loss in eight decisions.
White Sox 13, Brewers 3
Milt May and Chet Lemon
hit two-run homers to spark a
21-hit Chicago -attack, and
Claudell Washington drove in
three -runs, powering the
White Sox over :Milwaukee.
Lemon's homer was one of
four hits for the Chicago
outfielder.
Yankees 10, Royals 4
Willie Randolph and Lou
Piniella drove in two runs
----apiece and Craig Nettles hit a
home run as New York scored
seven times in the seventh
inning to beat Kansas City.
The Yankee attack, aided by
three Kansas City errors.
enabled Luis Tiant to win with
ninth-inning relief help from
Ray Burris.
A's 12. Blue Jays 1
Dave Hamilton, making
only his third start in four
years, pitched a five-hitter
and Derek Bryant drove in
four runs as Oakland beat
Toronto. The A's ended a 19-
inning scoreless period with
two runs in the third and
added six in the fifth when Jim
Essian hit an inside-thepark
grand slam home run.
Tigers 10, Angels 7
Jerry.. Morales and Steve
Kemp hit two-run homers and
Alan Trammell hit a solo shot,
to lead Detroit over Califor-
nia. Fernando Arroyo relieved
Tiger starter Jack Billingham
with two out in the third,.two
men on and the Tigers ahead
6-4 and pitched-ST-3 Innings to
gain the victory. John Hiller
hurled the ninth for the Tigers.
Fleming Upsets
Court Final; Bo
By the Associated Press
BECKENHAM, England —
Peter: Fleming defeated
Roscoe 'tanner 3-6, 6-3, 7410 -
win the men's singles title in




 Australia took the women's
Mirrray Ledger & Times
Horse Returned Sanity To Racing
By WILL GRIMSWEY
AP Special Correspondent
NEW YORK — If Coastal
were a guy imtead of a horse,
he would wear glasses. If he
were a- a prize fighter instead
of a thoroughbred the public
would 464Leman4ipg an in-
vestigation.
But he deserves more than a
garland of carnations draped
'around his neck and a second
helping of oats for his stunning
feat Saturday of puncturing
the Triple Crown bid of the
supposedly indominatable
Spectacular Bid. He brought a
breath of sanity back to the
industry.
Until the majestic
Secretariat surfaced in 1973.
ninety-eight years had gone by
with a total of only eight Triple
Crown winners — 3-year-olds
able to sweep the Kentucky
Derby, Preakness and
Belmont Stakes in the space of
about 35 days. A gap of ,2,5
years had separated
Secretariat from the last
Triple Crown winner, Citation.
The achievement meant
something. The Triple Crown
became the goal of breeders,
producing close to 30,000 new
foals yearly. Top jockeys were
judged on their ability to win
the big ones, and their fame
was measured by the fleetness
of the steeds they rode.
Horses and riders alike
became legend — Earl Sande,




Murray managed just 23
• hits in four games this
weekend, but one of them, a
double by Bill Milton, kept
Post 73 from dropping all four.
Milton rt RBI 'hit in the
fourth inning of Saturday's
second against Jackson,
Tenn., proved to be the win-
ning run in a 5-4 triumph at Ty
Holland Stadium. Murray lost
the first game 12-1.
Then yesterday, Scott City,
Mo., swept Post 73 7-0 and 5-2
at Reagan Field, , dropping
Murray's record to 4-4. It
hosts Union City to a twinbill






spark a three-run rally that
carried Murray over Jackson,
a team it swept in two games
earlier this year. Brad Taylor
singled two runs home before
Milton's hit. Dean Cherry, 1-0,
went all the way on the
mound, walking two and
striking out six.
In the -first game against
Jackson, Murray's only run
came in the fourth inning,
when Cherry reached on a
fielder's choice, went to
second on an error and scored
on Scott Tucker's single.
After Murray's
whitewashing against Scott
City in the first game
yesterday, in which it
managed just two hits, Post 73
had a chance to win the second
game in regulation.
David Mathis singled home
John Denham to knot the
score at 2-2 with only out,
leaving the bases loaded. But
Bruce Taylor rapped into a
double play to end the frame
and force the extra innings.
Scott City scored three
times in the ninth to seal the
victory.
Murray, held scoreless over
the first five innings, finally
pulled within 2-1 in the sixth on
Chad Tucker's RBI single.
Saturday 's Games
Jackson. 12, Murray 1
ab r . h hi
Jeff Jackson,2b 2 0 0 0
David Mattus,rf 3 0 3 0
Dean Cherry ,1b 2 1 0 0
Mike Vaughn, I b 1 0 0 0
Bill Milton,cf 3 0 0 0
Brad Taylor. ss 3 0 0 0
Scott Tucker,p 2 0 1 0
Bill Wilson.ri 1 0 0 0
John Denham.c 3 0 0 0
D Striplina,11 2 0 1 0
Terry Gibson.% 2 0 0
Totals 24 1 5
Murray 001 OM 1 5
Jackson 421 032-12 7
Murray 5, Jackson 4
ab r
Jeff Jackson 4 2
Brad Taylor ,ss 3 1
Bruce Taylor .c 3 0













'tie by trouncing I6-year-old
ilnerican Pam Shri-ver 6-3, 6-
2.
- PARIS — Sweden's $j,ru
Borg recovered from a third-
Set assault by surprising
Victor Pecci of Paraguay to
win the French Open tennis
championship 6-3, 6-1, 6-7, 6-4.
It was Borg's fourth French






























































2 0 0 0
I 0 0 0
1 0 0 0
1 0 0 0
24 0 2 0
000 UT 7 0
320 07 8 I
Scott City 5, Murray 2
Jeff Jackson, ss 3
David Mattus,r1 5
Bruce Taylor,11 4
Dean Cherry ,lb 1
Brad Taylor,p 2
Chad Tuck er,p 2















Bill Shoemaker — and -they
were held in awe by followers
of the sport. They generated a
magical aura. People flocked
to the blue grass country to
see where the horses were
born and bred and later
retired to produce champions
of their own.
.But fOur_yeara_after
Secretariat swept through all
opposition in the three classic
races, a bandy-legged colt
named Seattle Slew won the
Triple Crown. Then came
Affirmed, with young Steve
Cauthen aboard, to repeat.
Then this year — Spec-
tacular Bid, --impressive
winner of the Derby and
Preakness and oddson
favorite Saturday in the
gruelling 1/2-mile Belmont
Stakes.
Just a spectacle, not a horse
race, hard boots said. You
gotta go just to see a hap-
pening. -Three Thpie CAIOW41
winners in three years —
utterly ridiculous. If that
happened — and few doubted
it would — the glory of the
Triple Crown would certainly
lose all its luster.
Seattle Slew? Who's he?
Affirtned? Oh, that's the colt
that beat Alydar every time.
As soon as people got en,
chanted with one Triple Crown
winner, another came along.
The stature of all the past
Triple Crown. winners —
beginning with Sir Barton in
1919 and moving on -through
the roll call of immortals such
as Omaha, War Admiral,
Whirlaway, Count Fleet and
Citation — began to dwindle.
Triple Crown winner? So
what? Everybody is doing it.
Then came Coastal. This
was an obscure chestnut raced
only three times all year and
not recognized without a
program.
He struck another crushing
blow to the Bid's 19-year-old
jockey, Ron Franklin, reeling
-tinder a torrent of adversity —
ranging from fights to a
-paternity „suit- _1_
Secretariat, maybe the
greatest of them all, merely
set off a chain reaction. Now it








Westzr" I NI INI1
Shorefront on Gulf of Mexico
Enjoy fun-filled days, magical nights on beautiful Lido Beach,t
one of the world's finest. Don't MISS Sarasota's
other attractions, Circus Hall of Fame,
Ringling Museum, Jungle Garden—fishing.
sailing, water-skiing.
Relax in comfort. . bask in the sun.
swim in the pool and Gulf, sip cocktails
at the musical beach bar, lunch on the
'1 patio. Polynesian., American cuisine.
Golf, tennis nearby. All new rooms
With GUTTvtaws, efttc , suites. C-otor
TV, air conditioning. Exciting South
Seas decor sets a Polynesian scene
\ of faraway vacation enchantment.
Writepohrocnaell now.
AKU TIKI INN/BEST WES
1854 Beni Franklin Drive De*. 01070
"4 Lido Reach. Sarasota. Florida 335
(8A13K) 
0388T-151402;
Sarasota, Florida 33577 413 cANc:atrnr.ee












Let's see...Mr. Kramer came in with some
friends from the office. They had a
very enjoyable meal...and yes, there was
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24 36 400 11-
19 40 322 16
Saturday's Games
Boston 12. Mumessta 6
Kansas City 9. St* York 8. 13 innings
Toronta 5. Oakland 0
Raltunore 4, Texas 3
Chicago 6, Milwaukee 2
Califorrua 9. Detroit
heveland 4. Seattle 3, 10 innings
Ssiattay*s Games
Boston S. Minnesota 0
Baltimore 5. Texas 4
Chicago 13, Milwaukee 3
Nev, York 10, Kansas, City 4
Detroit 10, t'alifornia 7
Oakland It, Toronto 1
Seattle 5, Cleveland 2
Maaday's Gaines
Seattle , Abbott 2-7, at Toronto
1,enianczyk 5-31. in,
California , Barr 3-1, at Cleveland Wil-
kins 2-3 ,, n
• Oakland ,McCatty 4-0, at Detroit , Mor-
ris 3-2 ,. ,n,
Baltimore McGregor 0-21 at Chicago
Kravec 6-4,. ,n,




Seattle at Toronto. n
• . Cleveland. on ,
Oa' kland $ ,n
Baltimore at Chicago. it,
New York at Minnesota, , n,
Milwaukee at Texas. ,n
Boston at Kansas City r.
AMERICAN LEAGUE
EAST
W L Pet GB
37 21 630
35 21 625 I
32 71 $42 5`-z
32 a $33 6
30 26 500 8
27 29 412 9




































Sea York 1. Houston 0
Chicago S. Los Angeles 3
Cincinnati 7 Montreal I
San Francisco 6. PIttSburgh
Ptuladelptua 9. Atlanta 3
St lows 7. San Diego 4
Sixaday's Games
San Francisco 7. PIttsburgh 4
Atlanta 10. Ptuladelplua 3
Houston S. New York 3
Chicago JO. Ice Angeles 3
St Louis 3, San Diego 2






Atlanta ,Brinolara 1-2i at Montreal
Grimsley 5-41, (01
Houston Richard 641 at Philadelphia
'larch 2-41, (ril
Cincuinatt (Norman 341 dt New York
Orosco 1-21, 01
St Louis ISykes 4-2 at Los Angeles




Cuicmnati at New Vora, oti
Pittsburgh at San Diego, iii
St. lasts at Ins Angeles, In i

















Come to Long John Silver's for our
Special 0' the Day. Our Chicken Planks
Special is three boneless whitemeat
Chicken Planks", two crunchy
hushpuppies, golden fryes and fresh
cote slaw.. a±Lat a special price.
Offer expires: July 1, 1979






BATTING , 125 at bats i Rose,
Phttadelphut Ml. Brod. St Louis, .359.
Wudield. San Diego. ,354, Hendrick, St
Lows. 151, Murphy, Atlanta, 341.
RUNS Lopez. Los Angeles. $6,
Kingman, Chicago, C. Royster. Adams,
42; Concepcion. lIncumati, 41. Her-
°ander- St Lows, 40, Soeth, San Fran-
rIsCO. 40
RBI Viinfield, San Diego. 56, Kingman,
Chicago. 411, Foster, Cincinnati, 461
Garvey. Los Angeles, 44; Hernandez, 51
louts. 40 -
HITS- Winfield. SD $4, Rom, Phi, V,
Garvey, LA, 76; Russell, LA, 76, Moreno,
Pittsburgh, 731 Templeton. St Louts. 73
DOUBLES Rose. Philaclelptua. 21.
Pairish, Montreal, 18, Martial, New York,
11. Buckner. Chicago, 17, Reitz. St Lows,
17. Baker, Los Angeles. 17
TRIPLES Templeton. St Lows, 7,
Scott, & lows, 7, Winfield. San Diego, 7;
Moreno. Psttaburth. 5, C.Vuz. Houston, 5.
HOME RUNS Kingman Chicago. ill:
Schmidt. Philadelphia, 17. Lopes. Los
Angeles. 16, Rolanscri, Pittsburgh. 14,
Simmons, St Louis. 141 Winfield. San
Diego, 14
STOLEN BASES Moreno. Pittsburgh.
13. Scott, St Lows, 21. North, San Fran-
cisco, 21, Taveras, New York; 11; Lopes.
Los Angeles, IS
PITCHING 16 Decisional. LaCoss.
Cincinnati, 74, 1 000, 2.35, Zachry, New
York, 5-1. .913, 3.50; Metro, Houston, 9-2,
811, 246, Lamp, Chicago, 5-2, .714, 4.81;
Knepper, San Francisco. 5-2, .714, 4.05;
Lee, Montreal, 1-3. 667, 3.11; Ruthven,
„Phtladelnhia, 6-3. .667, 3.4L Vuckovtch, St
Lows.164, .667, 2.97.
STRIKEOUTS. Richard. Houston, 94:
Carlton, Philadelphia, SS: Niekro. Atlanta,
95; Swan, New York, 63; Sutton. Los
Angeles, 61
AMERICAN LEAGUE
BATTING 125 at ban): Smalley,
Minnesota, .367; Carew, California, .35;
Kemp, Detroit, 1343; BOt'.79e:31111237369:
Wilson. Kansas City. .340
RUNS• Brett, Kansas City, 411; Otis,
Kansas City, 45; Lynn, Boston, 44: Lan-
dord, California. 46. Jones. Sean* 43--
RBI Baylor, California. 55; Lynn,
Boston, 52, Boctte, Seattle, 47: Porter,
Kansas Clty, 45. Cooper. Milwaukee. 44.
Horton, Seattle. M.
HMS. Brett, Kansas City, C, Smalley,
Minnesota, 79; Lansford, California. 77;
Rice. Boston. 72, Remy. Boston 71;
Cooper, Milwaukee, 71.
DOUBLES Lemon, Chicago. 17:
Washington. Chicago, 17; Lynn, i;ioston.
16; Thornton, Cleveland, 16; McRae.
Kansas City, 16: Bell. Texas, 16.
TRIPLES Brett, Kansas City, 9;
Griffin, Toronto. 5, Wilson, Kansas City, 5;
Kilmer, Cleveland, 4; Randolph, New
York. 13amister, Chicago. 4; Porter,
Kansas City. 1: Jones. Seattle, 4.
HOME RUNS- Lynn, Boston, 18;
Singleton. Baltimore, 14: Thomas.
Milwaukee, 13; Gnch. California, 13;
Jones, Seattle, 13
STOLEN BASES Lenore, Detroit, 23;
Wilson, Kansas City, 25: Cruz. Seattle. 22;
Otis. Kansas City, 20: Wills. Texas. 18
PITCHING (6 Decisions r John. New
York, 10-1, 909, 2.23, Kern, Texas, 7-1,
875, 167, Clear. California. 5-1, A33, 2.72:
Martinez. Baltimore, 9-2, 818, 304;
Jenkins. Texas, 7-2, .778, 3.34; Ryan,
California, 7-3. .700, 2.92, Waits,
Cleveland, 8-4, 667. 3.38: Palmer.
Baltimore, 6-3, 867. 255
STPdKEOUTS- Ryan. Caliionaai 94.;
Guidry. New York, 76: Jenkins, Texas. 73:
Koonnam Minnesota, 56; Underwood.
Toronto, 56, Kravec, Chicago, 56
Golf
ATLANTA API - Final scores and top
ten money-winners Sunday in the 13013,000
Atlanta Golf Classic on the 7,019 yard. par
72 Atlanta Country Club course
Andy 'Bean. 154,000 70-67-6147-265
Joe Inman, $32,400 7144-68-70--773
David Graham, $17,400 71-70-67-3--276
Grier Jones, 917.400 6648-70-70-778
Fuzzy Zoeller, 112000 68-7144-74-277
Wally Armstrng, 810,800 71.71.70-67-279
Dom Tewelo, 19.350 72-70-6949-30
Hubert Green, is.350 69-71-76-70-280
Jack Renner, 19.150 66-71-70-71- 210
Curtis Strange, 17,30 70-71-79-70-31
Bob Murphy. $7.200 66-71-7448--31
Ed Dougherty. $7,300 71-73-65-72--1111
Barry Jaeckel. 07,200 67-72-68-74--211
By BOB GREENE
APApports Writer
Phil Nitkro felt horrible -
which left the Philadelphia
Phillies feeling even worse.
-I don't know what it was,"
the 40-year-old Atlanta pitcher
said after shaking off a virus
to hurl the Braves to a 10-3
victory over the Phillies
Sunday. "I just felt real
terrible. Every time I tried to
crank it up it just flattened
out."
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Niekro used his off-speed
pitches and knuckleballs to
pitch his eighth complete
game of the season and raise
his record to 7-9.
In other National League
Golf
garne Sunday, Cincinnati
slipped by Montreal /3-2,
Houston downed the New York
Mets 5-3, San Francisco
stopped Pittsburgh 7-4, the
Chicago Cubs clobbered Los
Angeles 10-3 and St. Louis
nipped San Diego 3-2.
The right-hander allowed
eight hits in continuing his
mastery over the Phils. Last
year, Niekro was 4-0 against
Philadelphia and now has a
lifetime record of 21-12 against
the Phillies.
Shortstop Pepe Frias and
first baseman Mike Lam both
drove in three runs for the
Braves. Frias singled home
two runs in the first, doubled
home another in the third and
scored his third run of the
game by singling to center in
the seventh and coming home
of Luin's second homer of the
season.
Giants 7, Pirates 4
Jack Clark and Darren
Evans both rapped three hits
and drove in two runs apiece
to lead San Francisco over
Pittsburgh.
"We just seem to play good
ball against the Pirates,"
Clark said of the Giants' 20th
victory in 27 games with the
Phils over a three-year span.
"It's one of those things."
Giant reliever Gary Lavelle,
4-2, shut out Pittsburgh over
the final three innings for the
victory.
Astros 5, Meta 3
A two-run single by Craig
Reynolds highlighted a four-
run fourth inning that boosted
Bean Romps In Atlanta;
Sigel Takes British Am
By ED SHEARER
AP Sports Writer
ATLANTA — "No doubt,
that's the best I've played in a
long time, if not the best I've
ever played," said Andy Bean,
after turning the Atlanta Golf
Classic into the easiest
triumph on the PGA tour in
three years.
"It was ridiculous how good
he played," said the distant
runnerup,- Joe Inman, who
finished eight shots behind the
6-foot-4 Bean who had a
closing 5-under-pa4' 67 Sunday
for a course-record 265, 23
shots below par.
It was the biggest total
under par since Johnny Miller
captured the 1975 Tucson Open
with a 25-under figure and the
biggest margin of victory on
tour since Ray Floyd won the
1976 Masters by eight shots.
"For Once. I gueSs, I thought
a little bit and kept myself out
of trouble." said Bean, who
carried a 5-shot lead into the
final round after a record-





The British Amateur Golf
Championship represented
different things to certain
golfers.
To Australian Tony
Gresham, who lost in the
semifinal- to Scott Hoch of
Murray Baseball Association
Homers Key Phils' Win
The Astros edged the Phils
6-5, and the Orioles nipped the
Mets 11-8 in Pony League
baseball action Friday night.
Brian Doyle and Bill Wells
homered for the Phils, while
the Astros scored their six
runs on just three hits, in-
cluding the winning run in the
seventh inning.
Eddie Burgess picked up the
victory on the mound for the
Orioles and chipped in with
two hits. Wade Smith homered
for the Mets, who managed
only five hits.
THE SCHEDULE
1-BALL — Today: Pirates
vs Yanks, 5 p.m.; Thursday:
Cubs vs Reds, 5; Mets vs
Cards. 6.
PARK LEAGUE -- Today:
Cubs vs Reds, 5 p.m., Mets vs
Astros, 6:15; Tuesday:
Pirates Vs Twins, 5, Cards vs
Yanks, 6:15; Thursday: Cubs
vs Cards, 5, Reds vs Mets,
6:15; Friday: Twins vs Astros,
5, Yanks vs Pirates, 6:15. . --
KENTUCKY LEAGUE —
Today: Astros vs Pirates,
Twins vs Cubs; Tuesday:
• 4 I I 1W. •
You are invited to shop and save at the largest Ford
Dealer in Western Ky. 48 different models with over 250 new
cars 8 trucks on our lot to choose from. This includes all
types of 4 wheel drives and your smaller gas saving cars 8
trucks - We always have the best selection of used cars and





Reds vs A's, Cards vs Yarik&-.
Thursday: Cubs vs Cards,
Pirates, vs . Reds; Friday:
Yanks vs Twins, A's vs Astros.
LITTLE LEAGUE -
Today: Cards vs Pirates. 6
p.m., Yanks vs Twins, 8;
Tuesday: Reds vs Cubs, 6. A's
vs AstrOs. 8; Thursciay: Twins
vs Cards, 6, Pirates vsNanks,
8; Friday: Cubs vs Astros. 6.
Reds vs A's, 8.
PONY LEAGUE — Today:
Orioles vs Mets. 5:30 p.m.
Phils vs Astros, 8; Thursday.
Phils vs Mets, 5:30, Astros vs
Orioles.
COLT LEAGUE 17 Today
Braves vs Tigers, 6 p ri
Tigers vs Giants, 8 45,
Tuesday: Giants vs Braves,
5:30, Bravesa vs Tigers, 8.45,
Thursday: Giants vs Tigers,
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Eddie Burg r,• •
Ormln, 24' 1
Met, 521
Raleigh, N.C., it represented a
honeymoon. To Scott Hoch,
champion Jay Sigel's victim
in the finals by a 3 and 2
decision Saturday, it
represented a last step before
his future chances to recoup
his financial losses from
playing amateur golf.
But to Sigel, 34, an in-
surance executive - from
suburban Berwyn, Pa., it
represented a way to stay
away from the "rat race," of
which he wants no part.
"I can't wait to get back to
them," said Sigel about his
three children. The amateur
golfer, who intends to remain
Just that, would have, turned
professional once, except for a
hand injury.
"I do not regret it one bit,"
Sigel said. "It's a rat race.
Now I play golf for the fun of
it, and to meet people."
By winning the prestigious
title, Sigel added his name to.a_
list of all-time golfing greats
such as Bobby Jones, 'Lawson
Little and Frank Stranahan.
For the first time in the
championship's 94-year
history, no Briton reached the
last four.
LPGA
By the Associated Press
MASON, Ohio — It was time
for self analysis of Donna
Caponi Young's career after
her first Ladies Professional
Golfers Association Cham-
pionship.
"It's a big impact on me.
I'm not over the hill. I can still
win a major championship,"
said the woman who has done
it three times, tacking on the
LPGA crown to 1969 and 1970
U.S. Opens.
The latest major came after
a final round of 2-under-par 70
gave her a 72-hole total of 279,
nine-under-par .over the
Nicklaus Golf Center course.
That was 3 shots better than
rtuinerup Jerilyn Britz, 73-282.
to 
Houston past New York.
George Throop, 1-0, the
second of three Houston pit-
chers, was the winner. Joe
Sambito pitched the final four
innings and picked up his fifth
save. It was Houston's 10th
victory in its last 12 games.
Reds 1, Expos 2
Cesar Geronirno drove in
two runs with a homer and a
double, and Dave Concepcion
added a run-scoring double to
lift Cincinnati past Montreal.
It was Geronimo's. first
home run of the season.
Reliever Doug Bair, who
retired the Expos in order. the
final two innings, origirially
was declared the winner
under a provision that allows
the official scorer discretion in
awarding the victory if a
pitcher works briefly and
ineffectively. However, the
scorer later reversed himself
and gave the victory to
Tommy Hume and credited
Bair with a save.
Cubs 10, Dodgers 3
Bill Buckner slammed a
bases-loaded triple, a home
run and a single, driving in
five runs to power Chicago's
victory. Dave Kingman
walloped his 20th home run for
the Cubs.
Kingman added another
RBI with a single and Ivan
DeJesus had three singles and
scored three times.
Cards 3, Padres 2
Ted Simmons slammed his
14th home run of the season to
snap a tie and give St. Louis its
victory over San Diego.
Simmons had pushed the
Cardinals in front 2-1 with a
sacrifice fly in the third inning
before the Padres knotted the
score in the fourth when Ozzie
Smith doubled and later
scored on a fielder's choice.
The Cards, who have won
nine of their last 11 games,
moved into sole possession of



































It's almost impossible to live without stress. Job pressures, family
problems, money worries, these are just some of the stress-causing
events that can leave you "all-wound-up in knots".
In itself stress is not necessarily bad and if used properly it can
help you accomplish more. But too much stress or chronic
over-stress can lead to health problems, like hypertension,
ulcers, rheumatoid arthritis and even heart disease.
That's why it's important to learn to help
control stress. One of the best ways is simply
to set aside some time everyday to relax, By
learning to relax, you learn to relieve un-
necessary stress...It'll help you be happier
and healthier.
Staying healthy is the best kind of
health care and the least expensive.
You can help by taking care of yourself.
At Blue Cross and Blue Shield and
Delta Dental of Kentuckyve con-
cerned about•rising health care
costs. That's why we're working
with consumers, dentists, physi-
cians and hospitals to find
ways to hold costs down.
Write us for information on
enrolling in quality health care
prepayment plans For a free
booklet on Stress (limit one)
write co "Stress Booklet"
at the following address: Blue
Cross and Blue Shield and
Delta Dental oVentucky.
9901 Linn Station Road.
We want you to stay healthy.



























Six County 4-H'ers To
Participate In Conference







Six 4-Ifers from Calloway
County will be among 800
young people participating in
4-H week on the University of
Kentucky campus June 1,1-14.
This year's conference has the
theme "4-H — What A Dif-
ference You've Made in My
' Life" and emphasizes per-
sonal development and teen
- • leadership through 4-H.
Callosway County's
delegates to the 1979 4-H Week
are Terry Sledd, Trisha Clark,
---- -:---Treey—Benen, Carla Beach;
' Deana Cunningham, Dawn
Hoesch. They will be ac-
cbmpanied by Carolyn
:Manning and Jane Steely.
r The delegation will leave for
• . Lexington on the morning of
Monday, June 11 and arrive
. back in Calloway County
Thursday afternoon, June 14.
Campaigning begins on
Monday for state 4-H officer
elections which will be held
Wednesday morning. This
year's elettibn procedure has
been streamlined a bit, as the
delegates will no longer vote
in a "primary" election to
---• narrow the field of candidates.
Summer Cow Comfort
Eliminations have been taken
care of by a screening panel,
made up of the 'present and -
immediate past state 4-H
officers and a representative
from the Kentucky Extension
Agents Association, the Adult
Leaders Council and the
Kentucky State 4-H Staff.
The candidates will have
two chances to address their
fellow 4-H'ers, Tuesday night
and Wednesday morning. The
first opportunity will be in the
form of a mock press con-
ference during which each
candidate will answer
questions from the officer
presently holding the office he
or she is seeking; on Wed-
nesday morning each can-
didate will addresa the
delegates with a prepared
three-minute statement.
The election will follow
Wednesday mornings
speeches The winners will be
announced at an assembly
that afternoon and will be
installed at the inaugural
banquet in UK's student
Center Ballroom Wednesday
night, when humorist Scott
McKain will speak. After the
banquet, the 4-H'ers will at-
tend the inaugural ball,
featuring Xanthus.
In addition to taking part in
the election activities, the
delegates will attend the State
Amproves Milk Check,
A little attention to cow
'comfort during the hot
summer months can make a
big difference in summer milk
checks, says an Extension
dairy specialist in the
University of Kentucky_
College of Agriculture.
"Every year dairymen are
faced with the challenge of
maintaining milk production
during the summer slump,"
notes Perry Clark, "The main
goal is to keep cows eating
when they are really trying to
eat less." -
Clark explains that feed
digestion produces body heat
which must be removed
constantly to prevent a rise in
body temperature. High fiber
feeds such as low quality hay
If You Own
a Farm...
We've Got the Shield
for You
create more heat than silage
or grain, so cows may
voluntarily choose low fiber
feeds which often results in ir
depressed fat test.
The key is to maintain a
minimum dietary level of 15-
17 percent crude fiber with
high quality forages," says
Clark.
He suggests feeding silage
or high moisture grains
several times a day to keep
fresh feed available,
especially during the cooler
evening hours.
Clark recommends
minimizing heat stress since
milk production loss at
temperatures above 90
degrees F may be as high as 35
percent. He notes that shade is
a simple and inexpensive way
to reduce the heat toad on
coals.
"Trees provide evaporative
cooling as well as protection
from the sun," explains Clark.
And the specialist says new
buildings should be designed
with a ridge vent, adjustable
side walls and a light colored
roof.
"Air conditioning is im-
practical. However, forced air
fan ventilation may be useful
in high animal density areas,"
says Clark. He also advises
farmers to avoid crowding
cattle, even in shaded areas,
and to provide plenty of clean,
fresh water at all time.
FARMERS!










We Will Be Closed
Sat. 11 Sun.
Until Aug. 15th




4-H Fashion Revue, slated for
7:30 Tuesday night in
Memorial Coliseum. this
annual show will feature some
120 county winners who will
compete for state honors,
modeling outfits they made in
their 4-H clothing projects
during the year.
Seminars and workshops
made up another major part
of the week's program. Each
4-H'ers will attend two of these
meetings on Tuesday. Topics-
for the seminars include
presentations from out-of-
state delegates dealing with
their programs and related
opportunities, sessions with
the Kentucky State .4-H Teen
Council and area—represen-
tatives, a program by UK
Collegiate Club Members, and
several personal development
workshops directed by county
Extension agents and UL




comprise the remainder of the
4-H Week program. Several
speakers will be featured at
the assemblies.
At Monday afternoon's
opening assembly, the 4-H'ers
will be welcomed by John
Ragland, associate dean for
Extension for UK's College of
Agriculture, Ray Hornbeck,
UK's vice president for
university -relations, and
Coleman White, Assistant
director of Extension for 4-11.




will give the opening address.
She is national 4-H staff older
youth program leader.
Tuesday morning, Keith
Rogers, immediate past state
4-H president, will address the
delegates. Wednesday's
assemblies will feature a
presentation by a represen-
tative from Oak Ridge
Associated Universities- on
"Energy Today and
Tomorrow," and a speech by
Steve Whitaker, president of
Kentucky 4-H.
Included in the weeks
recreational activities are a
disco dance with Jim Taylor,
to be held in Memorial
Coliseurn Monday night, and
the 4-H Superstats track and
field event Tuesday. The
"SecOnd Annual 4-H Week
Frisbee Contest" is also
scheduled for Tuesday. ..
Several 4-H related awards
will also be presented during
the week, including the
Conrad Feltner 4-H leadership
awards, which go to the 4-
H'ers, adult leaders and
Extension agents who have
provided outstanding service
and leadership during the
year.
Weaned Calves Prior To Sale Profitable
Weaning and feeding calves
for 4 to 8 weeks before selling
them in the fall looks like an
unusually profitable
management move this year
for Kentucky beef herd
owners.
"Prospects are good for
making shat-term calf
feeding profits," says Curtis
Absher, Extension beef cattle




selling for around $1 a pound,
will make a pound of gain on 5
to 7 lbs. of feed at a feed cost of
30 to 40 cents for a pound of
gain, according to the
specialist. That would return a
margin above feed cost of 55 to
70 cents per pound of gain, or
$44 to $56 per calf fed for 6
weeks and putting on 2 lbs. of
gain per day.
Such gains and feed
requireinents per pound of
gain are not out of reach of
cow-calf producers, according






John Johns calculated that
feed costs ranged from 15.5 to
53.9 cents per pound of gain
and averaged 33 cents in the
demonstrations last fall when
calves were selling for around
65 cents a pound. This in-
dicates an average return
above feed cost of $32 per 100
lbs. of gain.
Prospects are for wider
feeding margins this -fall,
according to Absher. The calf
market is up substantially
from a year ago. Feed costs
are about the same for the
producer who grows most of
his own preconditioning feed,
and oji a little for the producer.
who boys a complete com-
mercial feed.
. Getting the Most from
Freezer Beef Buys is a new
publication of the Beef Indus-
try Council of the National
Live Stock and Meat Board
designed to serve the growing
number of consumers interest-
ed in buying beef in quantity
for the freezer.
This folder is packed with
information of value to the
quantity beef buyer. Different
possible selections are present-
ed with a handy chart to re-
cord those desired.
Recommendations for stor-
age, cooking and defrosting
frozen beef are included along
with illustrated directions of
how to wrap beef for freez-
ing.
This useful publication can
be obtained by sending a
stamped large self-addressed
business-size envelope to "Get-
ting the Most from Freezer
Beef Buys," Dept. CTC, Beef
industry Council, 444 North
Michigan Ave., Chicago, IL
60611.
Farm Bureau Endorses
Trade Package By GATT
Negotiations In Geneva
Farm Bureau, the nation's
largest- general farm
organization has endorsed the
trade package resulting from
General Agreement on Tariffs
and Trade (GATT)
negotiations conducted over
the past five years in Geneva.
In urging Congrep to ap-
prove the proposal, - merican A
Farm Bureau Federation
President Allan Grant said
that Farm Bureau had
"carefully weighed the-
package in its final form and
determined that- overall it
represents considerable gain
for U. S. agriculture.
"We didn't, get all we
wanted, but feel that
producers of U. S. farm
commodities are net win-
ners," Grant said. Farm
Bureau leadeis served on all
of the U. S. technical advisory
committees, he noted. "
The .0 e taiiatiato stipples...time ,
trade package was made
during a regular meeting of
the American Farm Bureau
Federation Board of Direc-
tors, and came after a review
of policies set by voting
delegates and consideration of
the trade proposal's impact on
U.S. agriculture.
Negotiators representing 41
nations have agreed upon the
package. National legislative
bodies including the U.S
Congress must now approve
or reject the results. Congress
must receive the trade
package and necessary im-
plementing legislation by
June 15, after which support
or rejection must come within
90 days.
Grant noted that con-
cessions were made by foreign
countries on approximately
one-fourth of those U.S.
agricultural exports presently
restricted by trade barriers.
Concessions were received on
about $4 billion worth of U.S.
agricultural exports and are
expected to increase U.S.
agricultural exports by $500
rnillibn manually. a
Jitacklud t ,coricent9
were made by the Uniti
States on $2.6 billion worth of
agricultural imports, which
are expected to incrtrase
annually by about' $175
million.
"Even if the feeder cattle
market declines some bet-
ween now and fall, there will
be room for good short-term
feeding margins," says
Absher.
Weaning and feeding calves
at least 30 days before selling
them is part of a precon-
ditioning program that in-
cludes vaccinating for disease
protection, worming, treating
for lice and grubs, and
castrating and dehorning if
not done before. A producer
who follows recommended
procedures can get his calves
certified as preconditioned for
health and identify them with
an ear tag.
Special sales for certified
preconditioned calves are
planned in the state in an
effort to get producers a
premium price, according to
Absher. Certification will
assure cattle feeders and
buyers they are getting
healthy calves worth more in
the feedlot.
"Since they are vaccinakd,
free of parasites, and already
bunk-trained to eat dry feed,
preconditioned calves make a
faster start in the feedlot with
less risk of loss from stress
and disease than market-run
calves," says Absher.
If preconditioned calves can
command a premium price, it
will be bonus for producers,
according to the specialist. He
points out that feeding
margins , alone should more
than pay the cost of meeting
certification requirements.
In the demonstrations last
fall, producers learned that
preconditioning improves the
market grade of "tail-enders"
and produces a more uniform
group of calves. Even without
a special sale for precon-
ditioned calves, this helped
the producer get a better
price, according to Absher.
Preconditioning calves is an
industry-wide program. State
Extension specialists and
county Extension agents for
agriculture have the support




Arm yWorms, Black Cutworms
Threaten No-Till Corn Crop----oarronws
ae




helping them do it profitably
The livestock feed industry
and cattle market operators




Army worms and black
cutworms are threatening the
state's no-till corn crop,
reports an Extension en-
tomologist in the Kentucky
College of Agriculture.
David Foster, headquar-
tered at UK's West Kentucky
Substation near Princeton,
says the infestation by the two
pests is especially heavy in
Western Kentucky fields
coming out of fescue and those
that had a high population of
grass and weeds prior to
plSanintceing.the black cutworm
feeds primarily at night, the
grower is not likely to see the
culprit- on leaves and stalks.
Foster suggests using a knife
to slowly remove soil from the
base of injured tilants where
the worms tend to migrate in
daytime.
In checking plants for the
black cutworm, the specialist
says to look for ragged holes in
leaves and the presence of
feeding on stalks. Also notice




counting damage to 20 con-
.secutive plants at five
separate locations in the field
for a total sample of 100
plants.
"If you see more than three
percent damage (three or
more plants per 100) and live
worms are present, treatment
should be considered," says
Foster.
In sampling, the en-
tomologist says to pay par-
ticular attention to low lying,
poorly drained areas of fields
which are susceptible to in-
festation by the cutworms.
Several insecticides are
registered for black cutworm
control in no-till corn. The
most effective, according to
Foster, is Lorsban 4E.
Infestation by the other no-
till corn pest, army worms, is
much heavier this year •than
usual, reports Foster.
Like the black cutworm, the
army worm feeds primarily at
night, feeding particularly on
leaves at the top of plants.
, During the day, the worms
.tend to leave plants and hide
under litter, although they
may on the plants on
rainy or doudy days, says
F
He suggests looking for the
pests in the whirl at the top of
the plant. Inspect the leaves
and check in litter or under
clods around plants. The
sampling procedure is the
same as that for the black
cutworm.
If 50 percent or more of the
sampled plants show army
worm feeding damage and
live worms are present,
treatment should be con-
sidered, advises Foster.
The most effective in-





whether no-till corn damage is
caused by army worms or
black cutworms. "Since black
cutworms and army worms
have occurred in mixed in-
festations, it is necessary to
make a positive identification
to determine whether and how
to treat," he explains.
An Extension publication,
ENT 16, deals with these
pests. It is available through
county Extension offices.
Follow Consumer Guidelines for
Buying, Storing and Cooking Pork
There are so many good
reasons to serve pork. It's fla-
vorful, nutritious and offers
a variety of dining possibilities.
In addition, pork can help ease
the tension of a tight food bud-
get when smart shopping and
preparation techniques are em-
ployed. To be sure you're get-
ting the most for your pork
dollars, the National Live
Stock and Meat Board offers
the following suggestions.
Use Ads to Plan
To keep meals varied and
interesting, check food ads for
meats on special. Then look
through cookbooks, maga-
zines and newspaper food sec-
tions for new, budget-stretch-
ing ideas. Before going to the
supermarket, plan menus for
the week and _make a .shop-
ping list from these menus.
• - --- -
Consider Prices
When making your choices
at the meat counter:consider,
price per serving rather than
price per pound. Boneless cuts
such as boneless pork loin
roast, smoked ham and bone-
less chops will yield more serv-
ings than chops, steaks and
roasts with bone. As a general
rule, allow 4 to 5 servings per
pound for boneless, 2 to 3
servings per pound for bone-in
and 1 to I 1/2 servings for bony
cuts, such as spareribs and
hocks.
Store With Care
You also have opportunities
at home to get more for your
money by storing the pork
cuts- you buy carefully and
cooking them properly. Meat
should be store promptly.
Self-service pork may be
stored in the original wrap in













days and in the freezer for
up to two weeks. When longer
freezer storage is anticipated,
the meat should be rewrapped
or over,vrapped in a moisture
and vapor-proof wrap.
Correct Cooking Saves Cash
Cooking pork right not only
assures you of the most fla-
vorful results but also saves
money. Most pork cuts can
be cooked by .dry heat meth-
ods such as roasting, broiling
and pan-frying. However, for
variety, you'll also want to
use the moist heat methods
of braising and cooking in
liquid.
All pork should be cooked
at low to moderate tempera-
tures to the well done stage.
Pork roasts are well done at
an internal temperature of
170°F. Slow cooking and a-
voiding overcooking mean
fewer cooking losses and more






Next time you get the urge to
play around in Florida . ,
Come to Daytona's Castaway,
the state's most complete play-
ground for singles and families
alike. Check these features ...
E 650 ft. on Beach & Ocean
C 300 Rooms, Efficiencies.
,Suites & Apartments
'Restaurant & Lounge
C Night Club. Dancing &
Entertainment
o 2 Pools. Kiddie Pool &
Playground
ID Volleyball & Shuffleboard
El Basketball, Game Room
Sauna. Exercise Rooms
Gift Shop & Beauty Salon
C Color TV & Refrigerator
C Tennis & Golf Privileges
C 65 Miles to Disney World
Daily door-to-door Bus
Service available
C Free chaise lounges
C Ample self parking
Come play in our playground,
it's Daytona's most complete
year 'round fun resort!
Daytona'sCastaway
BEACH MOTEL
• 207p5,0Si ttlarttzi437c Ave .
-I Daytona Beach, Fla. 32016 I
Ph. (9041 255-6461
! Please send new color











...that's about how long it takes
to touch-tone our number and
receive the service we're
famous for — fast, courteous
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The more you tell, the more you sell.
alleariA, ez/




A WIDE SELECTION OF:
• Housewares









• Locks & Keys
• Glass Products
We rent power tOOIS and Carpet
cleaning equipment.
%car service for powlet: tools








123 FIRST STREET N
Across from the
Fairgrounds
OPEN 9 AM TO 9 PM
MON-SAT
IS;








If you want to sell, get in Bell. IN
South Central BeWslellow Pages
PEANUTS


























•{-OR THE 614057 WHO WALKS.
EVERY TIME I 0 8t8 A
C IC BOOK, THE MAN


































„,wiTH THE ESCAPE r
CONVICTS ? WE'LL SO, •
KNOW, FELLAS,
713-4141
HIGI4W A Y Mt in.
Man Charged With December
Slaying Asks To Die In Chair
BOWLING GREEN, Ky.
(API — A Scottsville man
charged in the December
slayings of a woman and her
young son has asked to die in
the electric chair.
An attorney for Sherrill
Dwayne Harston, 29, filed a
motion Friday in Warren
Circuit Court, changing Ns
client's plea from innocent to
guilty and asking for the death
sentence. A judge must ap-
prove the motion.
Harston is charged in ..the
deaths of Diane Marcum and
her 3-year-old son, Antony.
Mrs. Marcum died of
strangulation while, tbe boy's
death resulted front a skull
fracture or drowning, ac-
cording to state-police repocts.-
Mrs. Marcurn's partially
burned body was found Jan. 4
on a bank of the Barren River.
The body of her son was found
a week later.
"All my life," Harston said
in an interview, "I've never
bothered anybody that didn't
do something to me. Now,
whether I did or didn't do what
they say I did to Diane, I don't
know. The evidence points to it
but I just don't remember. I
want to be electrocuted
because there's no need to
prolong the agony. You have
to go sometime. I don't fear
tliath. If I did do what they
say, then., that's what I
deserve."
Harston said, ••I do
remember that I had about
three half-pints of whiskey
and about 15 mixed drinks. I
Mad been looking, for a job
singing and playing a guitar in
a club. Then I don't remember
anything."
State Police Report No
Problems After Illinois
Gulf Central Derailment
LOWES, Ky. (AP) — One or
two cars remained off the
track, but state police
reported no problems with a
derailed Illinois Central Gulf
freight train near Lowes.
An undetermined quantity
of a dangerous chemical
leaked. from a derailed tanker
car after. the Saturday
derailment, but a state official
said it posed no danger to the
public.
L.H. "Dick.. Frymire, a
state railroad cOmmissioner,
said five cars of the ICG train
derailed about a mile south of
here in Graves County.
One of the cars, Frymire
said, leaked - - per-
chlorephylene, which he said
is an irritant that can burn the
skin and be harmful if inhaled.
However, it posed no fire
hazard and the leak was
sntall, he added.
The other derailed cars







Seven Seas is famous for the freshest ofNorth Atlantic and Gulf Coast Seafood
Fresh Ky lake Catfish and Sizzling
Steaks at refreshingly reasonableprices Anytime you're hungry, /List feast







Steak and Sea 'poet
*`\
OPEN 4 PM






































































































40 Small child 51 Roman
41 Babylonian bronze
deity 52 River in
44 Edible seed Scotland
/6 Bird's home 51 Plaything
40 Otherwise 55 -Eleferre-
49 Timid 56 Lai









































iv,. 1'.1*...3 a a
He said the next day he
remembered waking up "in
the car. I went back to the
trailer and the door of the
trailer was open. Diane was in
bed and she was dead."
He said she was "as cold as
ice. I found Antony in the
bathtub with his pajamas on in
the water. It looked like he had
drowned."
Harston said he left the
trailer and "everything went
blank. The next time I
remembered anything was
after I had driven the car to
Indianapolis and sold it."
, He said he'd been accused of
"stealing Diane's car but
really it was in my name."
Harston who said he served
a term at La Grange Refor-
matory in 1973, said he killed a
man there and was placed in
solitary confinement for six
months.
Harston said the charge was
reduced to justifiable
homicide and he was tran-
sferred Loan ordinary cell.
Referring again to his
request for the death sen-
tence, Harston said, "You
can't put a kitty cat in a lion's
den.
"If the judge doesn't give
me the electric chair, I'll have
to take somebody else's life.
They don't have the right to
lock me up and take those
chances. They won't be fair if
they don't give it to me."
Small Atii. CLASSIFIEDADS!
LEGAL NOTICE I. LEGAL NOTICE
The city of Murray will be receiving
bids for the following:
A. Concrete - 3500 pound strength, not
less than 5"2 bag mix with number 57
rock with 5-542% Air.
B. White Rock - DGA, 3, 11, Memphis
Rip Rap
Bids should be submitted to the City
Clerk's Office, City Hall Building no later
than June 15, 1979, 5:00 p.m. Bids should
be marked on the outside of envelope
"Sealed Bid." The City of Murray reser-
ves the right to reject any or all bids.
z 
I. LEGAL NOTICE
A PERIODIC settlement of
accounts has been filed in the
Calloway district court by
Allen Rose, committee for
Robert Watson, incompetent
Exceptions to this settlement
must be filed in the Calloway
district court on before June
20, 1979, the elate of hearing.
• Frances W. Shea, Circuit
, Court Clerk. 
A FINAL setiptIoemugeni tasofs,ac
counts has been filed in the
Calloway district court by
Nova
Admirus.tratrix, of the estate
of 'Modelle Outland,
deceased Exceptions to this
Settlement "must be filed in
the Calloway district court
on before June 20, 1979, the
date of hearing Frances W
Shea. Circuit Court Clerk. 
A FINAL settlement of ac-
counts has been filed in the
Calk/Wray- district court by
Nova 
AdministratrYkp,gugof the estate
of J.N. Outland, deceased
Exceptions to thitsettlement
must be filed in the Calloway
district court on before May29, 1979. the date of hearing
FhanceS W. Shea, Circuit
cWTICIerk.
A FINAL settlement of ac
counts has been filed in the
Calloway district court by
Doris ezell, Executrix, of the
estate of Autumn Etch,
deceased. Exceptions to this
settlement musl, be filed in
the Calloway district court
on or before June 20).1979, the
date of hearing. FrAces W.




been made in the Calloway
district court All claims
against these estates should
be filed with the fiduciary
within six months of date of
qualification.
Hertle Craig. Rt.2, Hazel,
KY, deceased, Fay Nell
Kelso, RI 7, Murray, KY,
Executrix.
Genora Holland. 301 N 12tr
Street, Murray, KY,
deceased, Juanita Lee, 121.6,
Murray, KY, Executrix.
Wiley Outland, R t.8. Murray.
KY, deceased, W H Crut
cher, Rt.8, Murray, KY,
Executor
Glenn Thomas Eaker, RI B.
Murray, * KY, deceased,
Rodney Eaker, 309 Elm
Street, Murray, KY',
Administrator.
Frances W. Shea. Circuit
Court Clerk.
2. NOTICE  
FREE STORE 759 4600
BIBLE CALL
Monday & Tuesday hear






hi( kory smoked bar ho. by
the shoulder or by the pound,
packaged to go at 8,9 Joe's





Best berries of the
season. Patch has not
been picked over in 3
days. Located High-
way 11, 4 miles West of
Tri (.'ity. Phone 382-























GOD IS LOVE. John 48.
"But seek ye first the
kingdom of God, and His
rightousness, and all these
things shall be added un1C
you " Matthew 6 33 24 hour
phone, answered by God's
servants NOT A TAPE 759
46 
Bible 
















JOYCE- S BEAUTY Shrii
now open at 705 Chestnut
Street 759 1997
D() YOU (At.,'N ANY
IDLE DIAMONDS?








que, 25 years ex-
perience. Roberson Hih-




5 miles south. Hwy 641
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EVERY DRY IS SHIE DRY IA THE (LASSIFIEDM
. .4411WMIMIIMIK
2 NOTICE
REDUCE SAFE and fast
With GoBese Tablets and E
yap "water pills". Holland
Drug, 109 S 4th Street.
4.'HELP WANTED
HIGH SCHOOL grads. Will
hire three high school
grads, need 17 25 year -olds
for technical lobs. We
provide training with gobd
pay $419485 per month to
start Roomboardmedical










hands; willing to learn
new specialized skills.
Send resume to P.O.
Box 32 U, Murray, Ky.
41•11111MIIMINIMIMIIIINIM
WANTED: PERMANENT
job for a reliable woman, to
do housework 3 or 3,2 days
per week, would be
responsible for 2 children
some of the time Live in
Lynn Grove area. Call 435-
.000 after 3 pm. 
9. SITUATIONS WANTED
WOMEN WOULD like to
hang wall paper and paint.
Call after 3 pm, 431 4617.
10. BUS. OPPORTUNITY






any age, price negotiate. Call
753-8032.
14. WANT TO BUY
JUNK CARS. Call after 5 pm,
474.8838.
JUNK CARS deliver or will




Shotgun, 1934, 380 automatic
pistol: 22 automatic pistol;
Ambassador 6000 reel with
rod. Phone 436-5348
1962 1,NTERNATIONA.1.
MOBILE home, 1964 Ford
pickup truck; 100 watt utility
pole. Call 437 4128
WE BVY and sell used air
condiffoners 753 1551 or 753
9104.
WIDE ASSORTMENT
clothes, hardly worn, 5-7-12




glass dinette, etc. .Call 753
8777 and ask for Mr. Jackson.
'LOP PER TONE
FRIGIDARE refrigerator in
fair condition, cheap. Call
753 8161. 
FOR SALE: 5 piece extra
nice living room suite, $500.
Call 753-5201 or 753.4691.
19, FARM EQUIP.
FOR SALE: 1 Massey
Ferguson Hay Baler 3 in
excellent condition, 1 Ford 7
ft. cut Mowing machine, in
excellent condition, 1 New
Holland hay conditioner also
in excellent condition, and 1
2000 industrial Ford end
loader with 3 point hook up,
in very good condition. These
may be seen at 405 South 4th
Street, Murray, KY or you
may_phrzo_e__J a rnes or Bob
Futrell at 753-7668 days or
753-2394 nights. 
FOR SALE: Single Animal
Scale, 2000 ibs capacity,
deck. Inexpensive! Call 753-
2205 or Farris Grain, 753,
3462.
JOHN DEERE 95 combine
Quick attach header, floating
cutter bar, 1969 model John
Deere 444 corn header, ex
cellent condition. John Deere
10 ft cultimulcher 753 4003
after noon.
20. SPORTS EQUIP.
LIKE NEW: 10 speed
Raliegh Record. Call 753 7318





BOY'S 26 INCH 10-speed
bicycle, excellent condition,




Sales, Parts and Service. 442-
9396.
CLOSEOUTS! CARPET,
vinyl linoleum, roll balances,
remnants, discontinued
paint, interior and exterior.
Big savings! Sherwin
Williams Company, 753-3321. 
SUPER SAVING on carpet
and vinyl remnants;
discontinued paint; in stock
wallpaper, discontinued
carpet samples: and ladders.
We also rent the up and out
Steam Carpet cleaner. We do
custom picture framing.
Sherwin Williams, 753-3321.
WORMS, RED worms, Nite
crawlers; Rex's Worm
Farm, trvan Cobb Road,
Highway 732. Phone 436-5894
,
27. MOB. HOME SALES
1975 DOUBLE WIDE on 2
acre lot, central air, well and
large garage, located in
Kirksey. Call 489.2248 after 5
arri 
FOR SALE. 1977 Windsor
mobile home. 2 bedrooms, 2
baths, central air and heat,
gold carpeting throughout
built-in stereo system, like
brand new. $12,000 firm! Call
436.2193.
FOR SALE: 12 X 55 mobile
home in Fox Meadows, Call
527 3928.
FOR SALE: Clean 12x48 2
bedroom, with carpet, all
electric. S3250. 8x40 2
bedroom, $700. Call 753-1873.
1973 GUERDON, 12 X 40,
underpinned and tied down,
all electric, funished. Price
S3250. Call 753-2762.
32. APTS. FOR RENT
TWO BEDROOM townhouse
apartment, all carpet, range.
refrigerator, disposal,
washer and dryer hookup,
central air. Call 753-7550.
34. HOUSES FOR RENT
FOR RENT. 5 room un
furnished house in county
753 3293.





Ideal for storing house
full of furniture, cars,
antiques, business
overflows, etc. Phone
753-7618 after 5:00 p.m.
43. REAL ESTATE
12 ACRES KENTUCKY lake,
600 feet of lake frontage, 4
coves, dam side of Johnothan
Creek Easy access from
Benton-Aurora area. The
number to develope resorts,
same cove. Call (502) 247.
5832 or (5021 217 5079. Priced
at $10,000.
Purdom & Thurman
Insurance & Real Estate













IF THE SUPREME COURT SHOULV A9‹  NHAT WERE Y INOU TH KING ABOUT 
4:36.3HOMES FOR-SALE 
N YOU WROTE THIS SOPHIA --• house  In C_
DELUXE NEW 4 bed
3r9obu3ry. PrtZend
'to sell. Call af5t3e-
31I. PETS-SUPPLIES.
LABRADOR RETRIEVER
puppies, AKC, grand sire,
First Kqight. Alf shots and
wormed, 000 Also available
Great Danes-450 and up.
Paradise Kennels, 753-4106.
3 MOBILE HOMES. 1971, 12
Xr 60, 7 bedroom, 2 baths',
central air, fully furnished
and underpinned. 1972, 12 X
50, 2 bedroom, air con-
ditioned, furnished, ind
underpinned. 1974, 12 X 60, 2
bedroom, 2 baths, all elec
tric, central air, dishwasher,
fully furnished, carpeted,
and underpinned. Call James
at 75.3-7724 or 436:2430 after 6
pm.
MOBILE HOME toe sale in
Fox Meadows, 12x65, 2
bedroom, double sink bath,
gas heat, .window air,
washer, dryer, fully fur-
nished.. Excellent condition.
$/500. Call 753-0364. ,
1978 MOBILE HOME, 12x50,
excellent condition. Call 753-
0320
1976 TOWNHOUSE 14 X 70
MOBILE home, custom built
for owner. Two bedrooms, 2
tuft baths, large kitchen and
livingroom, has w000.,•bur
ning fireplace, double in.
sulation, shingle roof and
wood sides. Central heat and
air, 11 hurricane straps with
22 tie downs. Call 753-1372
between 8 and 5 or 489-2788
after 5 and ask for Jack.
65i. 60 MOBILE HOME with
31/4 acres of land, good well,
blacktop driveway, 6 miles
southeast of Murray Oct Dodd
Road, Phone 753-5080 after 5
20. MOB. HOME RENTS
HOUSE TRAILER for rent, 2




BTU, 2 years old. Call 753-
0258.
KELVENATOR 110 VOLT,
10,000 BTU window air
conditioner, used just 3
months, $250. Also a
--Coofeeefer- 140- --vett -unit-for
$125. Phone 753-4333..
30. BUS. RENTALS
IDEAL SPOT for office or
smaller retail business
Located near court square.
Short or long term rental or
lease available. Contact Walt
Apperson or Gene McCut.
theon at The Murray Ledger
& Times, 103 N. 4th St.,
Murray, Ky. 42071. Phone 502
753-1916.
32 APTS. FOR RENT




apartment  Call 753 8731. , 
FURNISHED GARAGE
apartment, $75 per month,
close to campus. Call 759
4759.
ONE BEDROOM basement
apartment, private bath and





$200 per month, all utilities






a aRea. C Purnss
• Ilt•iot ar•oin•
• Sun deck








Great Savings ON 22 MODELS
1 ,alvsay•Sauera Wald 
- 
•••••-, - •••••••-• •• Pool Ladder CACL-WOW!




1104 tem VOW, R.I. S.M. 1•11, 2/116/111.. II V
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pies; long haired and smooth
haired, $50 and $60 each. No





BIG YARD sale! Tuesday,
Wednesday, Thursday,
Friday and Saturday, 12th
through the 16th, 9 am till 4
pm, E 94 to White's Camper
Sales, turn right, 7th trailer
on the left.
THREE PARTY yard sale,
June 11th, 12th, 13th, 7 till ?,
107 South 15th.
43. REAL &TATE
LARGE 113 ROOM brick
veneer home on 2 'acres.
Quality construction in
sulated, fireplace which can
be equipped With wood.
burning stove, E 'car garage,
outside storage- with -extra
acreage available, price
$75,000. Call the real estate
professionals at Spann





With The Friendly Touch'
2-Bay Cleanup Shop,
32' x 40' on 6 acres,
about 7 miles North of
Murray on 641. City
Wateg, 250' rd. fron-
tage. Good Investment
-$35,000.
- -OLDER FAR-M home on 1, 2
acre lot located on Penny'
Road, price $20,000. R229
Call Spann Realty, 753-7724. 
PARK-LIKE SET.
T I NG...Rolling, wooded
acres with 2 year round
creeks. .3 bedrooms, 2 bath
split-level nestled in 15 acrem (May we suggest an
early call to 753










floor. Lots of elbow





PROPERTY in the city.
Approximately 5 acres inside
the city limits with city
conviences: Also included is
a nice small home. A steal at
$59,500. Nelson Shroat Co
759 1707
Mawr-
i South 17th yuamof•
TELEPHONE ?53s51
11 Luxury living plus'extra income can be
lalit in the dufsfeif at
1703 Ridgewood. Two
bedrooms on each















acre and close to
Murray. Call 753-7411





Beautiful new home sitting
on approximately 3 acres.
Tri-level with all amenities
for gracious living. Large
rooms, fireplace and away
from the hub bub of the city.
Must see and owners need to






Pr 1 SCIA Ices
With The friendly Touch".



















RUSTIC A FRAME is
surrounded by nature's
beauty...balcony overlooking
spacious living room, galley
kitchen...3 bedrooms
arranged so that you can
have privacy, all this plus
garage located on wooded
lot, approximately 2500 sq.





level home with lots of
features and lots of
room. Nine closets,
large rooms including
25 x 12 family room
with fireplace, central











1972 AUDI 100 LS, air con-
ditioned, sun roof. AM-FM
radio, automatic. 753 4506.
1976 LEMANS SPORT
Coupe. Double power and
air, 260 V8 engine, gets ex
cellent mileage, $1950 Phone
354-6217.
1974 MONTE CARLO mid-
night blue with white vinyl
top, 40,000 miles, loaded, in
excellent condition. 767-2557.
1974 PONTIAC TRANS AM
455, 53,000.759-1012.
1978 PINTO HATCHBACK
With moon roof, rear window
defroster, RC racing
mirrors, tape player, 213,000




Cordoba. Red with white
vinyl top and white leather
upholstry, AM FM 8-track,
new tires. Call 753-1372
between 8 and S. or 489-2788-
after 5 and ask for Jack.
50. USED TRUCKS
1977 CHEVROLET PICKUP,
ENGLISH TUDOR home in must sell, make offer. Call
Gatesborough, 3 bedroom, 2 753-8162.
- -- baths, all the extras, in-
ciuding heat pump and






With Thr Friendi. Touch'
3 BR., 2 Baths, den
w/fireplace, central
gas heat. Dbl. garage.
100' x 150' lot. Owners
Leaving State. Mid
60's.
COME SEE for yourself...10
acres ml with timber, well,
septic tank, strawberry
patch, grape vines, apple
trees and 2 small buildiogs
for your horses...We also
have 46 acres ml with 33
tendable.,corn, A.C. and
D. F tobacco,
soybean... tucked away in the
country yet close to all
necessities. Call 753-





3 bedroom, 2 bath








price - low 60's. Listed
through Kopperud
Realty, 753-1222. Look
for our new signs
everywhere!
THE GAS shortage, In-
flation, high:interest rates.
Leave your cares behind by
choosing from our selection
of lake properties;




sit0,000; New 9 room
contemporary, $62,000;
Numerous waterfront and















5 Acres' A garden
spot, fruit trees, a
cows, extra storage
place for horses or
area and yes there's a
lovely custom built 3
BR home that is in-









naAsbleking$63 How.900 in,ruecahs o?
of-







NEW OFFICE NOUNS Closed Ali
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon Saturday 7:301,11500Price of
MIAMI', $2.00 PRICE SUAVE 81.71t.assailed 4 bowie emir OWN* ta 71/14111 owe do/ et...* 9•••1 0.914 SWAP
30 ACRES WITH 1500 feet
road frontage, fenced with
pond, one mile east of
Hardin, ' 2 mile off Highway80 on black top road. Call 437-
FIVE BEDROOM brick
veneer house, 2,200 square
feet, basement, 11'2 bath,
large family room, fireplace
in living room, breakfast
nook, dishwasher, garbage
disposal, air conditioned,
central gas heat, 52 gallon
glass lined electric hot water
heater, front patio, lot 60 X
150, excellent location, 704
Olive, near Health center,
library, Middle School.
Priced to sell at $42,750.
Showed by appointment only,




white aluminum siding house
at 216 I rvan. Trim has been
freshly painted. Carport,
utiltiy and storage, carpeted,
air conditioner ' and gas
heating system like new.
-Extremely low heating bills.
Near Elementary School
Priced in low 520's. Call 753-
3543 or 753 3959 after 5 pm.
NEW LISTING: 3 bedroorri
brick, 2 baths, living room,
den with WB fireplace, 2 car
garage, central gas heat and
electric airi brick porch and
patio, landscaped, kitchen
has many cabinets, built-in.
dishwasher, disposal, utilfty
room with W-D connections,
lots of storage, walk-in
closets. Low . 560's.
Appointment only, 753-4133
or (713) 526-1592. 384.4 Lake
St., Houston, TX 77098.
THREE BEDROOM brick
near University. Family',HOUSEBOAT, 42 FOOT
room. living room, large Gibson, 1970 model, twin
kitchen; utilitSr, 2 full baths Chrysler- engines, Boston
With showers, heat pump. Whaler 9 ft. dingy with
753-5791 or 753-2649. motor, 1977 model, newradio, Hailer-Digital depth
finder, compass, barometer,CORRECTION ON NUM- stereo tape system, 2 air
BER ! 125 YAMAHA conditioners, completely
MOTORCYCLE, completely furnished, $21,900. Kenlakerebuilt, $300. Call 759-1946.  Marina, slip number 61. See
FOR SALE: 1978 YZ 80 or call Ross McBride, Slip
Yamaha motorcycle, ex number 55. (502) 474-8818. 
cellent condition. Call 753- SALE! SHARK Wildflower
6054.  salilboat. 11/2 foot, 3 adults,
1976 SUZUKI RM-125 for sale hull 90 lbs., hull reinforced
or trade. $350 or Volkswagon. foam, unsinkable, with oars,
J.B. Hood, 753-6477. sails, aluminum mast and
09. USED CARS  
boom, takeS 5 hp outboad.
Never in water. Cost, S1000,1974 CHEVROLET MALIBU now S500. 753,-5534. 
Classic, beige with brown
vinyl top, 27,700 actual miles, 
SILVERLINE 16 FOOT Tri.
power and air, in excellent hull 75 hp Johnson Stinger
condition, one owner. $2300. 
motor plus trailer, all 76
Call 753 3849 or 753-4755.  
model. $3000 firm. Call 489
EXCEPTIONALLY NICE 
2248 after 5 pm. 
1970 Firebird, will trade. 1803 
16' SQUARE STERN canoe,
College Farm Road.  S200. 3.5 hp outboard, $35.
FOR-SALE ..1978- T 
753-9234.
Coupe. Call after 54"44pm, 75R-53,-133-ER VICES OFFERED 
0191. --ADDITIONS, REPALR work,
1956 CHEVROLET PANEL
van camper with all ac-
cessories. Good running
condition. Price, $300 or best
offer. Call 437-4399 or 437-
4395.
1977 FORD PICKUP, 37,000
miles, good condition. 753-
1675 from 8 till 5 or 753-2615 or
753-2495 evenings.
1966 FORD PICKUP, V8,
mag wheels, side pipe, good
gas mileage, in fair con-
dition, $1050. Ca11753 2460.
1959 WILLIE JEEP, $800 or




Kenlake trailer park. High-
way 94, 100 yards from
Kenlake. Air conditioned.
474-8843.
52. BOATS & MOTORS
BOAT HOUSE and 33 ft.
Chris Graft Cruiser. Boat
house is 50 ft. by 20 ft., fur-
nished living space,
chemical toilet, in good
condition. Cruiser is 1949
wodhull, twin engines,
chemmical toilet, sleeps six,
repaired and bottom painted
one year ago, in good con-
dition, located near Cypress
Bay Resort. Must sell set-
tling state. Both Cruiser and
boat house for $10,500.
Cruiser only $6000. Call (901)
232-8375.
FOR SALE. 1972 Glasstron
16' boat end 1972 Johnson 125
hp motor. Also an older
camper trailer, cheap. After
6 pm, call 759-1274 or 489-
2148..
47. MOTORCYCLES
1973 GRAN, TORINO, air
concrttioneci..-full .power• new
radial tires, ortellent con-
dition. S1000. Call 767-4472. 
1976 GRAND PRIX SJ, all
power, AM-FM tape, black
wire wheels, 25,000 miles,
excellent condition. $4200.
492 8837 or 753-5940
circulating fireplaces,
roofing, insurance work. Call
Murray Remodeling. 753-
5167.
BYARS BROTHERS & Son. 
Generalhome remodeling,
framing, aluminum siding,
gutters, and roofing. Call 1.
395 4967 or 1 362-4895.
$3. SERVICES OFFERED
BUSHHOGGING,
BUILDING tear downs, lot
clearing Call 753 248 bet
ween lam and 9 pm. 
CAN'T GET those small jobs




Small concrete jobs. Call .06
2562 after 5 pm.
.4S
53. SERVICES OF RED
AIR COMPRESSORS and air




references. Call 753-1486 and
ask for Shelley.
INSULATION BLOWN in by
Sears, save on these high
heating and cooling bills,
Call Sears, 753-2310, for free
estimates.
COMPARE AND save on
chain link fencing. Circle A
Fencing. 753 8407. 
CARPET CLEANING, at
reasonable rates. Prompt
an efficient service. Custom
Carpet Care. 489-.2774. •
CONCRETE & BLOCK work.
Block garages, basements,
driveways, walks, patios,
steps, free estimates. 753
5476
INTERIOR AND exterior
painter, also spray paint
mobile homes 753-4171.
JACK'S BLACKTOP paving,
Patching, also seal coating
Phone 753-1537.
KEN'S LAWNMOWER
repair. 718 S 4th..P8S1 ser
vice. 753 7400.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
and gas installation, will do
plumbing, heating and air
CARPET CLEANING, free conditioning. Call 753-7203,estimates, satisfied
references, V ibra.Vac Steen,
or dry cleaning. Call Lee's
Carpet •Cleaning, 753-5827 or ching and seal coating. 753,753.5116.  1537. 
DRIVEWAYS AND parking
areas white rocked and 
MOBILE HOME anchors
and underpinning,graded, brown and white pea aluminum, in 3 colors, andgravel. Free estimates. fiberglass roofs sealed. PatioClifford Garrison, 753-5429_8
after 4 pm. 
wrUngs and aluminum
MITCHELL BLACKTOP
PING, driveways and small
jobs a speciality, also pat
carports, single and double,
DO YOU need stumps in colors. Phone 753.1573.removed from your yard or
land cleared of stumps? We
can remove stumps up to 24'
below the ground, leaving
only sawdust and chips. Call
for free estimate, Steve Shaw




Pick up and delivery. Connie
Lampe, 436-2510.
FOR YOUR garden breaking
and discing, call 753-6123.
FOR YOUR home
alterations, repair, and
remodeling, also new homes
and commercial, call 753
6123.
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310 for
free estimates for your
needs.








753-2310 for free estimates.
HOME REPAIRS; exterior
and interior painting, car-
pentry work, small
masonary jobs, decks and








Call 436-2437 after 8 pm.
WILL HAUL driveway white
rock and Ag lime, also have
any type of brown or white
Pea gravel. Call Roger
Hudson, 753-6763 or 753-4545
Concrete patios,
driveways, sidewalks,
.and basements. No job
too big or small. Free
estimates, all work
guaranteed, Phone 362-
8664 after 5:30 p.m.
WILL HAUL driveway white
rock and Ag lime, also have
any type of brown or white
Pea gravel. Also do backhoe
work. Call Roger Hudson,
753 6763 or 753-4545.
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements dry,
work completely guarenteed.
Call or write Morgan Con-
struction Co., Route 2, Box
409A, Paducah, KY 42001, or
call day or night, 1-442-7026.
WILL DO-plumbing, heating
and air conditioning, repairs
and remodeling around the
home. 753-2211 or 753-9600.
Si. WANTED
NEED A drummer. Call 436
2571.
PAYING NEW higher rate
for silver coins, t4.50 for $1.00
face. Kennedy halves 1965 69,
,;75 cents. Call Cooley in Par iS,
(901) 642-5118.




Walls, windows, floors and carpets. Free e• stimates.
Insured and experienced. Call




3 bedroom home on lot 90 x 150 located at
"anorama Shores. Has living room, kit
chen, utility and bath. Bedrooms newl




(This alphabetized page will run weekly - clip it from

















•Refinishing a Repairs .4 n fiquielnoss Hardware•custom BUI It Furniture Hwy. 641-6 Miles South*Cus tom Built Kitchen
Cabinet!Jerry McCoy -Owner & Operator
502-492-8837,
MAGIC NAT










wirer sod concrete gosh
153-5703
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The funeral for Mrs. Ora
Houston. widow of George
Ray Houston, was held Sun-
day at 2 p.m. at the Cherry
Corner Baptist Church, where
she was a member, with the
Rev. William B. Taylor of-
ficiating. The music was by
the Church Choir, led by




Jimmy Rickman, Eddie Hale,
Jimmy Hendrick. and Ken-
neth Gehrin. -Burial was in the
Hicks Cemetery with the
arrangements by the Blalock-
Coleman Funeral Home.
Mrs. Houston, 85, Murray
Route 5, died Friday at 9 p.m.
at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
She is survived by one
daughter, Mrs. Wade Roberts,






The fUneral for 011ie Henson
of Benton Route 1 was held
Sunday at 2 p.m. at the chapel
of the Collier Funeral Home,
Benton, with the Rev. Arlie
Larimer and the Rev. A. M.
Johnson officiating. Burial
was in the Marshall County
Memory Gardens.
Mr. Henson, 94, died Friday
at 10 a.m. at the Marshall
County Long Term Center,
Benton.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Myrtle Jones; four
daughters, Mrs. Dora Jones
and Mrs. Betty York, Benton
Route 1, Mrs. Marjorie Jones
and Mrs. Mary Bufford,
Benton Route 5; three sons,
Wilson and Otis Henson,
Benton Route 5, and Joe Paul
Henson, Calvert City Route 2:









stepmother of Mrs. Faye
Ethridge of Murray, died
Thursday at 4:30 p.m. at the
hospital in Harriman, Tenn.
The deceased was 73 years
of age and the widow of Guy
Wiggins. She resided at 309
Jackson Street, Paris, Tenn.
Survivors include two sons,
William M. (Mark) Wiggins,
Atlanta, Ga.. and Fredrick M.
I Mac) Wiggins, Paris, Tenn..,
four stepdaughters, Mrs.
Ethridge, Murray. Mrs. Pearl
Spalding, Kingston, Tenn.,
Mrs. Ruth Hansard, Atlanta,
Ga., arid Mrs. Mary Rak,
Hammond, Ind.; one sister,
Miss Kathryn McConnell,
Nashville, Tenn.
The funeral was held
Saturday at 4 p.m. at the
chapel of the McEvoy Funeral
Home, Paris, Tenn., with




Rites Held Today I
Harold F. Shultz of Sedalia
died Sunday at 2:15 a.m. at the
Community Hospital,
Mayfield. He was 45 years of
age.
Mr. Shultz was employed
with the Kentucky Highway
Department, and had served
as past Kentucky Commander
of the Disabled American
Veterans. and as past local
commander of the Mayfield
DAV Chapter.
Born Feb. 17, 1934, he was
the: son of Clara Alderdice
Shultz/who survives, and the
late Jacob C. Shultz.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Mildred Compton Shultz,
and his mother, Mrs. Clara
Shultz, both of Sedalia; two
step daughters, Mrs. Barbie
Hutson and Mrs. Kathy
Paschall, and three slap
grandchildren, all of Hazel
Route 1: one brother, Gerald
Shultzl Seda lia .
The funeral is being held at 2
p.m. today at the chapel of the
Byrn Funeral Horpe,Starts Tuesday Mayfield, with Wydon
There will be a concrete
pour on the Cairo-Wickliffe
Bridge km 9 a.m. Tuesday,
June 12, to 9 a.m. Wednesday,
June 13, according to a
'Elititticesinan from the Kentucky
Bureau of Highways.
Thomas officiating. ,
Serving as pallbe ers are
Donnie Herndon, J,øhn Powell
Emerson, Ed lugh, Herb
Nelson, and Fçeli Keel. Burial
will follow n the Antioch












Then each day you ye got your choice
of a Baked Potato or French Fries Toast
any Drink, and a trio to our Soup n
Salad Bar
SIRLOIN STOCKADE.




1 "flig" Aullez A4110' maw mem mem imilisr
LEASE A PRE-OWNED 1978 BLAZER
For $191.00 per month
Equipped with air conditioning, power gteering and I
brakes, automatic transmission The top is removable.
0 Minimum 6 months, 1,000 miles per mon vo outpenalty. SatisfaCtory iriAurance coverage and ap-nrIvederedit are required.,
IContact 




So 12th St., Murray, Ky , 753-2$17




Mrs. Luna Byrd Cherry of
Murray Route 6 died Saturday
at 5:10 p.m. at the Long Term
Care Unit of the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
She was 92 years of age.
The deceased, wife of Roby
Dalton Cherry who died Aug.
14, 1950, in Tampa, Fla., had
resided with a daughter, Mrs.
Cleo Cherry Grogan, Murray
Route 6, for the past 12 years.
She was a - member of the
Church of Jesus Christ of the
Latter Day Saints of Murray.
Born Dec. 28, 1886, she was the
daughter of the late Riley
Marion Byrd and Martha
Hontas Williams Byrd.
Mrs-. Cherry is survived lay
four daughters, Mrs. Grogan.
Murray Route 6, Miss Reseda
Cherry, Tampa, Fla., Mrs,
Malon Marguerite) Marine,
Burlington, N. C., and Mrs.
Denver Rosebud) Taylor,
Chiefland, Fla.; one son,
Hayden H. Cherry. Tampa,
Fla.; one sister, Miss Mary
Byrd, Paris, Tenn.; 12
grandchildren; seven great
grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Tuesday at 10:30 a.m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with Elder
Frank Beard, Elder Jerome
Hainsworth, and Elder John
Ferguson officiating. Lurae
Ferguson will be soloist and
Norma Hainsworth will be.
organist.
Pallbearers will-4)e Charlie
Scott, Wesley Russell, Reed
and Dean Hainsworth, Gary
Haws, and Thayle Anderson.
Burial will follow in the
Fossett Cemetery. ,






at p.m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital. He
yv_as 56 years of age and a
resident of 104 North 12th
Street, Murray.
The deceased had taken
disability retirement from the
Cromalloy Conipany,
Chicago. Ill. He was' a
member of the Dexter Baptist
Church and the Woodmen of
the World. Born Feb. 12, 1923,
in Calloway County, he was
the son of the late Bert Toy
Williams and Gracie Hicks
Williams.
Mr. Williams is survived by
his wife, Mrs. Dorotha Cope
Williams, one. daughter,
Nancy Williams, and three
sons, Lee. Larry, and James
Williams, all of 104 North 12th
Street, Murray; one sister,
Mrs. Claude ( Loyola ) Page,
321 Irvan, Murray; one
brother, Bert L. Williams,
Woodlawn, Murray.
Funeral services will be
held today at 3 p.m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Manuel Tharp and the Revv.
R. _ gurpae officiating 
Providing the music will be
the United Pentecostal
Church.
Serving as pallbearers will
be Hoyt and Roy Wyatt, Bobby
and' Toy Williams, Earl
Downey, and Jerry Burkhart.
Burial will follow in the Elm
Grove Cemetery.
Hog Market
Federal-State Market ',leers Service
June 11, 1979
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 7 Buying Stations
Receipts Act 1134 Est 900 Barrows &
Guns 50 75 higher sows steady fl 00
Never
US 1-2 200-230 110 $41 00-41 75
US 2 200-240 lbs 040 50-41 00
US 2-3 240-25011r 139 50-40 50
US 24 260240 1 1)0 436 50.39 50
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 I bei sn 00-29 00
US 1.3 300-450 I bs 026 00-21 00
US 1-3 4505013lb; 128 00-30 00
US 1-3 500450 lbs 130 00-31 00
US 2-3 300-500 lbs 525 00-28 00
-strarverease-eria - - - - -
Stock Market
Prices of stock of local interest at
noon. EDT, today, furnished to the
Ledger & Times by First of Michly,an,















































Dies At His Home;
Funeral Is Tuesday
Theron F. Clark of Murray
Route 4 died Saturday at 4
p.m. at his home. His unex-
pected death at the age of 67,
was due to an apparent heart
attack.
Mr. Clark was a retired
farmer and a veteran of World
War II. He was a member of
the South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church and
served on the Administrative
Board of the church. Born
Sept. 14, 1911, in Calloway
County, he was the son of the
late Frank H. Clark and
Maude Wrather Clark.
Survivors include one sister,
Mrs. Edd Flaudie ) Smith,
Nashville. Tenn.. ;. one brother,
Otho Clark, Murray Route 4;
half sister, Mrs. Bronzie Dell
Wilson, Royal Oak, Mich.
The funeral will be held
Tuesday at 2 p.m. at the South
Pleasant Grove Church with
the Rev. Dr. William P.
Mullins, Jr.. orficiating and
the Church Choir providing
the Music and song service.
Pallbearers will be Leo
Erwin, Billy. Mark, and Mitch
Paschall, Dorris Clark, a
Paul Dunn. Burial will fo ow
in the Church.cemete with
the arrangements y the
Blalbck-Coleman Funeral
Home where frie a may call,
The family equests that
expressions sympathy take
the forth •f contributions to
the Me orial Fund of the
South leasant Grove United
Me odist Church.
'Dr. Joan Maupin Is
Panelist At UTM
Dr. Joan L. Maupin,
assistant professor of home
economics at Murray State
--University, was a guest
panelist on a recent Con-
sumerists' Day program at
the University of Tennessee at
Martha.;
She ,was among four con-
sumerism experts whciii-par-
ticipated 4n the panel
discussion sponsored by the
School of Home Economics at
UTM. She said the program
was designed to create an
awareness of career op-
portunities in consumer
services.
Other panelists were: Ann
Eaden, Tennessee director of
consumer affairs: Mildred
Alexander, district supervisor
of conservation and energy for
the Tennessee - Valley
Authority; and • Barbara
Shields, consumer affairs
officer of the U. S. Food an,:
Drug Administration.. Ea0
panelist shared. infomiatior






economics at UTM, preside.,
during the program.
Livestock Market
LOUISVILLE, Ky ( AP) — USDA,
Estimated receipts cattle and ca1Cii-'47-
feeders 40 percent, daughter Se—
heders 1 00200 lower, limited ear.
/daughter rows weak to / 00 lower
slaughter bulls steady. slaughter
untested, vealers steady to 3 001)
feeders steady to weak. choice ))
suPPIY
Slaughter steers choice 14 9001160 lb
4990.8940, mixed good and choice 2-3 950
1550 lb 6350-90.50. few standard and good
1-3950-1150 lb 61 00-63 00. slaughter beifers
choice 2-4 120993 lb 55190-68 70. Ruled
good and choice 2.3400-1001 lb 63 0045 OD a
good 1-2 900-975 lb 61 00.63 00, slaughter
cows commercial 3-546 0040 75, utility 1-1
47.00-5275. cutter 1-2 45 00-50 00, cane.,
40 90.4508 slaughter bulls few yield grade
1-2 1050-1400 lb indicating 75-78 (
boning percent 64 0044 75, yield grad.
indicating 73-75 percent 54 25-63 cc)
slaughter Calves and vealers choice 165-294
lb vealers 05 00-109 00, choice 104-4413 ,t
calves 00 00-04 00, feeder steers choir.. 30n.
2501b 100 00106 00. a lot 314 lb 19496 39s.
4451b 91 00-9790 525-600 lb 06 5049 56 ins
935 lb 67 10-74 00. mixed good and ,
300500 lb 00 00.9050, 500450 lb 710097
good 400-575 lb 66 5041 83. heifer.
500-5110 lb 7400-77 50, mixed go,/
choice 315-460 lb 73 WC 50
Hogs ION, barrows and g))))
US 1-2 190-240 Ih 41 5041 75 1.
11  
steady to 50 lower . US 123003w
3100,900.400 lb 31 00-31 50, 450-651
nap, No 3 400460 lb 313 0031 0.
over 300 lb 3900-30 00,
Sheep 25, untested early
MISS YOUR PAW
Selfracrberre who hove mei
received Pleeir hieas•-delivered
rawy Th. Murray lorlimri
Tama by 510 p.. atiaihri
Friday ar by 1:341 p.m. pp
•lartmedaapa rorgail'ara wag -
753-1916 betimes, 5:30 p.m
and 0144prfeeeley, "
3:10 p.m. mid 4 p.m. Sato,
days, to imam bellevey of
opyrsiraper. Cads raw lop -
Owed by 6 p.m. irealider
4 p.m. fettankry4 to raerontos
delivery
than 100 people working on the
problem."
Burton, long a critic of Bond, said the
FAA caused "chaos, confusion and a
widespread lack of confidence," by its
•'pattern of vaccilation" on the DC-10
grounding.
He said the FAA "gave the final spin
of the yo-yo" last week when it first
fought a court order to ground the DC-
10 fleet, and — after getting a stay in
the order — went ahead and grounded
the planes anyway.
Burton said he was perturbed that
airline mechanics, not FAA personnel,
make the required inspections. But
Charles Foster, FAA director of
aviation services, said all inspection
records were reviewed lay FAA em-
ployees.
The FAA chief said FAA inspectors
"monitored inspections on 95 DC-10s, or
about 70 percent of the 138 total" and
that reports of findings from these
inspections were forwarded to the FAA
headquarters for analysis.
"He's /Lgt.-ster," 13urton
Bond last week. "His constant changing
of mind about this DC-10, for instance,
had endangered lives. This and -other
evidence shows that he just doesn't
know what he is doing."
Another witness expected to be called
was Philip A. Hogue, who until Thur-
sday was a member of the National
Transportation Safety Board, the
agency that investigates airplane
accidents.
On Friday, the day after Hogue's
three-year term ended, the Airline
Passengers Association — an
organization of air travelers which sued
to ground the DC-10 -- announced he
was taking over as director of APA's
newly created Washington office.
At an NTSB briefing after last
month's crash of an American Airlines
DC-10 in Chicago, Hogue said he would
ground the DC-10s-if the choice were his
and that he wouldn't fly on the plane
until some questions were answered.
Burton, chairman of the government
activities and transport subcorrunittee0
decided to reopen hearings last held in
September -
"While it would be premature without
all the facts to conclude that defects in
the certification process were, in fact,
the direct cause of (the) accident, it is
entirely appropriate and necessary for-
the subcommittee to explore the
possibility," Burton said in announcing
the hearing.
He made the statement a few days
after American Flight 191 crashed on
takeoff May 25, killing 275 persons.
Since then th FAA issued three
"airworthiness directives," which had
the effect of grounding the planes until
certain parts were inspected and, if
necessary, repaired. Wednesday the
plane's certificate to fly was suspen-
ded.
On Sunday, the FAA ordered engine
mount inspections on all L-1011s and
two other models of wide-bodied jets
operating in the United States, although
a spokesman said "we have no in-
dication, no information there is
anything wrong with—air of these
aircraft." The spokesman, Fred
Farrar, said the' FAA directive, en-
_forcing allaanuta direr:S. 0.00sorY r wa
"purely precautionary."
...THE NEWS- IN BRIEF...
WASH 0 'GTON
W HINGTON (AP) —
Cs gress is beginning to take




Joseph L. Futrell, son of Ruby
Futrell of Route 8, Box 50,
Murray, has deployed to the
Mediterranean Sea. -
He is assigned to Battalion
Landing. Team One Slant
Eight, (13LT 1-8), base at
Camp Lejeune, N.C.
His unit is the ground
element of a Marine
Amphibious Unit ( MAU ), the
force-in-readiness for the U.S.
Sixth Fleet, on-call to project
combined air-ground forces
ashore. BLT 1-8 will par-
ticipate in a variety of training
exercises with other Sixth
Fleet units and with those of
allied nations. Port visits are
scheduled in several
Mediterranean coastal cities.
A 1975 graduate of Calloway
County High School. Futrell
joined the Marine- Corps;lit
June 1977.
-
with the now-grounded DC-10,
asking the Federal Aviation
Administration to explain its
response to the crash that took
275 lives.
In the hearing today, a
House subcommittee headed
by Rep. John Burton, D-Calif.,
planned also to look into the
process by which the gover-
nment decided eight years ago





wives and children of its staff
members from Nicaragua




guerrillas trying to oust him.
MEXICO CITY (AP — The
Shah of Iran and his wife have
moved- on from the/Bahamas
to Mexico, and the deposed
monarch says they will be
here for several months. Shah
Mohamtnad Reza Pahlavi,
Empress Farah and two boys
in T-shirts and blue jeans
/
/
arrived in Mexico City Sunday
afternoon with five aides, a
Great Dane and a French
poodle.
PARIS (AP) — McDonnell
-'Douglas is conducting
business as usual this week at
the 33rd Paris Air Show, and
company officials say they
have not had to defend • the
grounded DC-10 because of its
crash in Chicago.
NATIONAL
MIAMI AP) — Bloodied by
salt water and pounded by 12.
foot waves, Stella Taylor
prayed for strength during her
third attempt to swim from
the Bahamas to Florida. —
"Please, dear God, help me




Lauderdale, Fla., 'did get
through that first night. But
once more, the sea finally
defeated her. Her crew
delivered the bad news
Sunday. After 20 hours, Miss
Taylor was only 22 miles west
of her starting point,- which
was 55 miles off the Florida
coast.
Corrections & Am lifications
Mayor Melvin Henley- will rite to Laken Cosby of the
Louisville Human Righ Commission telling of the
Murray Housing Comm'ion's plaris to comply with the
federal regulations, ead of the agency thativas named
in SanrrMrs story • the local conunission's'meeting.
The Murray & Times tries to corned promptly any errors in
fact or clarify an isleading information Appearing in news ankles.
That is the se of this column. To report an error or need tot
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